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Seen & Heard
Af ouncb:.
MURRAY
It is e.ff.cult for a person to find
a quiet place where his mind can
be detached from the mundane
matters of the world.

•

He may be successful in finding a
place where the traffic Is not so
heavy. but if he has half way
decent hearing, he cannot get out
of "hearing Melanie of motor noism, road machinery, etc.
Hooray for Dr. Ralph Woods who
appeared for the first time in
public last Friday &nice June 7
when he suffered a heart attack.
He's recuperating well.
The new administration building
at the university Is expected to
be ready in a couple of months.
We've got to dig up a big fern
and the Puebla soon and get than
indo balm the cool nights claspAga OM. Also the ,Poinsettia
(Centleged On Page Tire)
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Number Are Tried
In Court Of City
ludge Jake Dunn

•

S

Twenty - three persons were
alleged and fined Ir. the City
drat of Chy Judge WiUii.m H
(Jake) Dunn during the past seek.
Records allow the tollowirg occurred.
llamas Raw charred with Pze.session of alcohol beverages to
dry local.option territory for purpose of resale, entered plea of
snaky, fined $10000 plus $4.50
0011141 Subject given 60 them in
City Jan with the coon- hisisimi
the right to suspend any part of
dep. this betng the first ofMtge in City Court
k Jones eh...reed with overweight co *eta*, entered plea of
gully
fined $15000 plus $450
costs
Cliff Kew charged with public

a.

lewstimsd0. Pent Tire)

Many Attend Fall
District Meeting Of
Kentucky Lake FHA
"Future Homemakers — Hats Off
to Leaderahm" was the theme of
the Kentucky Lake fail district
meeting of the Future Homemakers
of America held at the FUltoi
County Meth School gymnasium on
Saturday, September 9.
Thoughts for the day were presented by the hostels& chapter.
The Metre
officers carried out
the theme by p.-esenting tan different hate of character
Deana Canter, state reporter,
and volunteers from her chapter
gave a program on -like:king the
'Planning Hat— and "%Veering
'Le.a.thrshige BecominglY "
Cathy /tarns, state song lead&. told about her trip to the
National FHA meeting in Las
Angeles, California, in July
During the meeting chapter officers learned of their reeponstbilWee through group sessions led
by district officers. Suggestions
were given Sr carrying out national and chapter projects.
Miss Jewell Dame Eiil* assistant state advinor, dosed the meeting by preeenting a program,
-Tbdie lb Pack Your Hats".
A summary of the day's meeting
was given at the close of the program.
Approximately three hundred officers, member1 at large, &dolma.
chapter mothers, and guests attended the day long ocinfererce.

Husband Of Former
Puryear Girl Killed

One Hurt
I
n Accident
On Tuesday
Dorothy Walter Futrell of Murray Route Two received injuries
about the left leg and neck in the
two car accident that occurred on
North 10th Street cm Tuesday at
3:15 p.m.. according to the report
filed by Patrolman Alvin Parria
of the Murray Police Department.
The repos said that the injured person was treated by Dr.
Donald Hughes at the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic.
According to the police report
Robert Earl Mitchell. 541 Warnock
Street, Lamellae. driving a 1957
Oldsmobile four
or, was going
notth on North 10th Street and
had slowed down for traffic in
front of him, when the Futrell
car, a 1966 Oldsmobile four door,
ocitikkOt atop quick enough and
hit the Mitchell car in the rear
end.
Damage to the Mitchell car was
on the rear bumper and then and
damage to the Futrell car 'wee on
the front end, acoordino to the
police report.

Invasion Bases
Of Cong Hit By
Stratoforts
By EUGENE

Honored Yesterday: Truman Clark, bat and
I. Murray Monday and Tuesday were honored yes
two received a number of gitia to take back with
ager at the Murray Division at the Tappan ('am

G. McCoil Promoted
To Sergean,t In Army

Gary Mi1. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herblrt (Pete) McCoil of
Lynn Grose. hoe been proerioted
to the rant of sergeant while
marV114 with the United States
Army* in Vietnam.
,
McColl received the rating after
being in the Army only twelve
months and five days. He mg
, hrimmended for dcang a very fins
job
I
The Lynn Grove man has Wee
The Fiat District Jackson Put- In Vietnam and is the recipient
Chase Chiropractic Association held of the Purple Heart for
a meeting at the Part Terrace he received in the axle ahortil afin Fulton this peat weekend. Dr. ter he arrived there. He ma in
Thsibrid for a week resting durVirgil Barter was in charge.
Newly elected offieers are Dr. ing his tone in Vietnam.
McsOoil entered the service lB
Joho Leeper of Paducah. president;
Dr. Lucy J. Stem, Mayfield. pre- August 1966 and ban his beak
sident-elect, Dr. P. M. Mayfield trantrig at Camp Polk, La.. before
of Hardlio. vice-president, Dr. C. being sent to Vietnam He atCalloway County
High
A. Waiters of Paiducah, secretory. tended
Dr. M. W. Tonnemacher of Pa- School and was employed by Todd
ducah. treasurer; Dr. 0. C. Om- Used Cers before entering Ube
ar. Weekfiffe. daainnan of the Armed Perces.
&redoes; Directors are Dr. R. J.
Elder, Lk.
Oalieway, Dr.
B E MoGarvey, Dr. J. B. Dover.
of Haat
Approomataiy fifty persons attended

Hazel Chiropractor
Director Of Group

Relit:Ives have receaved word of
the death in Vietnam of Staff
Sgt. Bill L Dawson whom wife
is the former Joyce Newton of
Puryear.
Mrs. Newton. who riga Male
ifla Monroe in Pathucah. keened
flatiirdef Mat Om buibsot had
been icilled in action. Ha body
is to be returned to Paclucah.
Mrs Newon, mother of three,
is the daughter of the late C. L.
Newton, who was killed in World
War 11 She is a niece of Mrs.
NOW YOU KNOW
Vernon Stephenson and of Leslie
M. Heaton and the granddaughter
by United Press International
of Mrs. Mae Newton, all of PiaThe state bird of Texas is the
y.
roodkinglainl

Waiter Gmninere, renter. Tappan officials visiting
terdey at the Holiday Inn with a Warhead+. The
them to Mansfield. Robert Moyer. General Manpa ny is at the right.

_
Yard Of Mr. And Mrs.
Luncheon Held Harvey
Selected As
"Yard Of The Month"
In Honor Of
Tappan Heads
The_

V. RISHER

SAIGON CM — Comenurust Martar teams and assault troops today attacked the string of U.S.
Marine and allied forts on the
North-South Vietnam border, military make:men mid. The Leathernecks drove back the invaders and
American heavy bombers bleated
their bases
Marines reported suffering mix
men killed and 99 wounded the
past 3$ hours in breaking the beck
of one of the North Vietnamese
army's hugest recent efforts to
crack the US -South Vietnamese
defense line.
The Communists mortared nine
Marine forts. They also lobbed
about 200 more aheila onto three
government
outposts,
inflicting
"light" losses on troops and killing three civilian adulta and one
child caught at a bombarded cress_
roads just behind the allied /me
below the border's Demilitarized
Zone DMZ
Alter Marines at their key C.:1111
Thum fort hurled bask • pre-dawn
charge by a reinforced North Vietnamese company in a 46-minute
fight, US. Air Fcroe B62 Stratafortressee streaked over the DMZ
and dropped hundreds of tom of

of Mr and Mrs. Wilco North 20th
Street hay been selected as the.
*lard of the Month" for September by the Garden DepartA hilellIgen was held at the ment
of the Murray Wanigna
Holiday Ins yesterday at nom Club
for two officials of the Tappan
Cbregrettee members of 'the deCompany. Mansfield. Otuo.
pautment and the yard was choKonrad at the him...heart weD. en because of ad
well kept spTruMan B, Glatt, president
„earence when the house Is only
the Tappan Dinaton of the Tap- about
two years oki.
pan Company and Walter GnatLugustrum
is the shrubbery
mere, esectox.evice-preadentof placed
around the house and
Us. Tappan C..inipeo,y. Both are there
is a line of barberry along
directors of the company.
the driveway.
Present for the occasion were
The back yard of the lovely
members of the Brant of Dir- brick
home is now in the precast
ector.% of the Chamber of Comof being lanclecaped The home is
Euterpe and the executive commit- In
• kaele section of new hones
tee of the Industrial Foundation. in the northwest election of MurSeveral other persons were invited ray
to attend also.
This is the sixth yard of the
amber( Peery, mesklent of the month to be selected by the OarWM, Chamber of Orainien24 dear Department for this year and
dbknar and
pittaidat at
er1fl be final one as tie fell
the feelings of the group that son appromthea.
he thanked the Tappan officials
The department pimp to Mart
for their vial, to Murray. Several the selecuon again in the spring
persons present expressed them- so as to create interest In the
selves with the emeritus being people of Murray
to keep tbea
that Tappan had added greatly yards in the best way possible.
BIB Miller. engineer with the
to th° ecmun). cir the cItY aid
The aehict barLS are made by a
State Highway Department. Pathe:
county and that personnel
panel of secret judges
ducah, met with the Calloway
plant had nude • great contriYards :relented this year have
Aunty Instal Court at the rete Moray We.
Registration for Basic Adult Edbeen aa follows. Aped Mr. and
futer amion an Mayday conlarge number of gifts wens Mrs Cleburne
ucation Program grades 1-8 for
Adams. North 10th
this community opens today arid presented to the two Including Street, May, Mr and Mrs Freed cerning the oanstruction of a new
will continue through Wedneerta . Calloway County hams and pop- tooth/en. Story Avenue. June, Mr. bridge on the Palmer Road in
Calloway County
September 20 Those interested in corn.
and Mrs. Marvin Swann. HamilThis road %huh runs fram the
Both Mr Clark and Mr dimthis prugram may register at the
ton Avenue, July, Mr and Mrs.
foilowing places during their re- mer* respcnded, thanking those Gene Hendon. Johnson Boulevard; Penny Road to the Kirk/hey Mobguar office hours pr.ncipa's of- present for tire honor which was August, Mr and Mrs Hillard Rog- way was paved recently, but the
need for • new bridge on the
flee of all schools in the Murray tended to them
ers, Cardinal Drive. September,
road is reported as greet
Mr Gisnmere mid that Tap, The
City School System and the City
Mr. and Mra, William Harvey,
bridge of plank cone:ruction is
Superintendent's orrice at Ninth pan now has eight plants with a North 20th Street.
condemned tor certain weights.
total floor area of nearly two nuland Poplar Streets.
A group of four men and two
This course In Adult Education bon square feet. He emphasized
women appeared before the Fiscal
Is designed for &Milts 18 years the importance of the Moray
Court asking for repairs on the
af age or older Clews will be plant In the total picture for
Kentuciry-Tennessee
.ate
line
organized during the week of Tappan. He saki that several
road.
September 25th and will meet twice howiehad products are MTV made
From
the
Wadeaboro
Martel an• week for 2t, hours in the •early by Tappan. but that gas ranges
other group of citizens appealed
evening The curriculum will be was still the principal product
the
principal
Outland,
of
Bill
to
the
(bun
for help ui obtaining
Mx. Clark told the group that
planned to give special' emphasis
Faxon Elementary School, was right of way and improvement of
to the ocausurnicational and corn- If a community is good, then •
of
the
meeting
the
speaker
at
the
a road so that the school bus can
pulatimal Mills of reading. writ- Mont in that community had to
Faxon Mothers Club held Mot travai the road Thirteen children
ing. sparking. gates" and anth- be good elm He said that the
begat taken he.an Untarested
_
-peepie---that work. in.•Tappen tredUreitaY
that cannot be picked up
The Prima/al strewed the need
This program Is firanord by. the plants la the principal factor that
elf regular attendance of the chil- by the Mead bus
State and Federal Government. makes Peppin good
Monti Judge, Hall McCuiston
He said that the labor turnover dren at school and the over
These will be no charge for encrowded school buses.
presidad at the meeting and Counroilment, tuition, books, or mat- In the Mansfield, Ohio Tappan
Mrs. Pat Crealord, president, ty Minnow Hobert 0 Miller was
erial,' to any adult enrolling in plant is the bowed kb the state.
The visa here Monday and Tues. presided end the devoteon was in amilleabe.
tNe clam.
AR Meal Court members were
day by the two Tappan olficiais given by the eighth grade Mrs.
is the Wit extended visit either Ma Wilson gave the treasurer's present as foams Cecil Holland,
refart and Mrs. Cromwell Home, Murray; Cecil Taylor, Wadesboro;
of the two has made hare.
mcretary. read the minutes and George Robert Limiter. New Concord, Roy Burkeen, lAberty; Noble
called the roil
A sunwnary of the wort. time by Brandon, Hazel; Dewey Baneli,
Ow finance committee this sum- Brinkley.
The Cow t meets regularly
mer was read by Mrs. Anna Outsecond Tuesday of the month.
lend.
Funeral services for Ernest RobTommy Pullen, a retired farmer
The atilb espreised tts thanks
Of the Coldvrater community, pus- eat (Pete) Hughes 01 New Con- to Ward and /WM for the washmorning
at
ed away Tuesday, at 5 40 pm at cord were held this
ing machine desaiid to ttw school.
the Murray-Calloway COWAN' Hoc- the chapel of the J H Church/1)
New buatheas Mailed by the
pita/ Death wee attributed to an Funeral HOME. with Rev. R. J. club westo sponsor an Opry proDeputy Sheriffs Hardy Kelso and
gram, diodes for the 4th grade
extended dins. Hs wee 83 years Burpoe officiating.
Pallbearers were Dan Hutseini roan, portable mixer tor the lunch Curt Willoughby investigated a
iff age
Scl Thurmond, James Darnell, room. refreshimente and room count two car accident yesterday at 1.2:50
Survivors are two daughters. Mrs. Henry Warren, Tom Winchester. each
pm. in front of Paachall Truck
month.
Devoe Bridget of Dayton, Ohio. and Preston Orr.
The September room count was Linea Terminal on US. Highway
and Mrs. Carlene Watson of ColdThe body was taken to the See' won by the first, fourth. and 641.
water; four asters. Mrs Laura vies Funeral Home, Waynetown, eighth
Cars involved were a 1967 Pongrades with each roam beMayfield. Mrs. Lottle Pendergrass Did, where funeral OfrVICP6 will
ing represented by ten mothers. tiac OTO two door, driven by
Barboth of Coldwater, Mrs Jeffie
be held Thursday at two pm.
Plans are waterway to prevent Terry J. Riddiek of Memphis,
sell of Mayfield. and Mrs. Garde Burial will be In the Masonic
an Opry Stew and Mrs. Pauline Teen, and 202' North 13th Street,
Riley of Paris, Tenn, and one Cemetery there.
Buchanan was adeoted as Opry Murray, and a 1964 Chevrolet four
brother, Paul Pullen of Birmingdoor, driven by Claud Luther
Mr. Hughes, age ea, manager program chairmen.
ham. Ala, three grenichildren and of the D. M. Warren Farm. died
Conningham of Murray Route
four greet -grandchildren.
PCUr.
Monday night at the MurrayBACK FROM VIET NAM
CUrglingilliM was making • left
He was a member of the Cottle Calleiway County Hospital Local
Pic Jimmy Ragsdale. of Mur- turn off Highway ell Into the
water Church of Christ. where he survivors are hia wife. Mrs. Reba
son of Mr. and Paschall That Lines terminal.
served as a deacon of the church. Hughes, and a daughter, Mrs. ray, Route 6,
Funeral services will be held at Dale Outland of Murray Routs Mrs. James Albert Ragsdale. has Raddick was going north on 641,
returned fran his duty of one put on his brakes and skidded Inthe Coldwater Church of Christ
The
Tuesday, at 2e00 p m, with Bro.
H Churchill Funeral year in South Viet Nam. His next to the right side of the MimingColeman Crocker and Bro JAME'S Home was in charge of the ar- assignment will be Fort Campbell, ham car, according to the sheriff"'
report.
rangements.
Kentucky.
(Continued On Page Two)

Roads And
Bridges Topic
For Court

*066

Adult Class
Registration
Opens Today

Of

blier

Bill Outland Is
Speaker Wednesday
For Mother's Club

Guinn

Left to right — res. Jim Garrison, Mns. Clyde Johnsen, Mrs,
George Hart, Mei. David (Iowans,
Mr, Thomas Brews. sad Mies hem Clopton

WEATHER REPORT

Plans Finalized For
Club's Cook Book

KENTUCKY — Mostly cloudy
and mild today with a few light
eihowenr mainly middle part of
state. Thursday partly cloudy and
a little warmer High today in
70s and low 80e. Lowe tonight in
Me and eta

Plane for the Murray Womens
ChM Cook Book were finalized on
Saturday at a meeting of the Coot
Book ConwrUttee held at the hone
of Mo. Jim Garrison. Min Janice
(Upton, a native of Murray. who
Is working with WiRiams Printing
Company of Atlanta, Georgia. wu
Kentucky Late: 7 a.m. 3568, In Murray to complete the arup 0.3; below dam 303 1, down 0.3. rangement
for the printing of
Bartley Lake: 3565. up 0.6, be- Ow book.
low dein 302.6, down 8 5.
This win 'be the sixth edition of
Sunrise 6 37; suneet 7 06.
"Favorite Recipes" frorn Murrwy's
clubwomen, the tut having been
publithed in 1966 The edition will
contain over 1300 recipes In 13
varied categories and will be sold
at II3 00 per copy Plans are now to
A Country Music Variety Show have the book ready for distributwill be held at the New Concord ion by December 1st — in time
Elementary School on Friday. Sep- for Chrietmas gift-giving.
tember 15, fron 730 to 10.30 pm,
The Cook Boat Committee is
sponsored by the school.
headed by Mrs. George Hart, asFeatured on the proireun 'will Mated by Mrs. Clyde Johnem. Mrs.
be the Oal Opens Quartet, the Mc- Thomas Brown hes served as adCuiston Pond, the Country Boys, vent aing chairmen. Mot Jim GarBaby Doll Mardis. J grimy and rison has been in charge of proofJanine Allbritten, and J. P. Park- reading and make-up. Mrs. David
er.
GORIFII101 has served as ex-effClo
The admission in thirty and mixty member of the committee and has
cents. The public Is invited to at- been a part of every phase of
tend
the compiling of the book.

Variety Show To
Be Held On Friday

Letter To The Editor
Jim Williams, Editor
Ledger dr Times
Murray. Kentucky
Dear Sir.
I was shocked, clarrayed, and
angered by your attempt at reporting the proposed cooperative
program between the Murray City
/Schools and the Murray University
Ek.hcol.
I woe shocked that you would atternpt to report on such an irnport•nt event when you admittedty acted the facts.
I was aisinayed that you would
print the Mconuiete dory after
being naked by the City Superintendent to 'wait for the complete
news release to be made public
later this week
I was angered in that such irresponeeble reporting as this leads
to speculation and posable empre4tenision by the pubtle. You
have done a mis-service to Murree', and particularly to the staff
of Murray Undventity and the City
Schocde who have acal,-(1 long
and hard on the many details of
(Contineed On Page Two)

Retired Farmer Dies
Tuesday Following
A Lengthy Illness

Funeral For Ernest
"Pete" Hughes Held

No One Is Injured
In Two Car Wreck

a..

bombs on the Communist inv aston bases.
Hit Supply Lines
Further north, US. Air Force
and Navy jet fighter-bombers flew
84 roasions egatnat the supply itn es feeding the estimated three divisions Hanot has pushed up against Oar Thien and its adjacent forts.
A massive cloud blanket barred
any other raids against North
Vietnam Tuesday, U.S. spokesmen
said.
U.S. Spokesmen reported no losses in the raiding. But they said
Communist ground fire knocked
(Costissed On Page Two)

Conference To
Be Held At
Fort Campbell
The Western Kentucky Chapter
of Us. American Red Crow has
art the date and place of its annual ooneferener The conference
will be heede
o
:
srley, September Xi
at the
e
a
at Pt
Campbell. Ky
The welcome address wtil be
given by Mal Oen, 0 M. Bar.
anti. Oamenanding General
the Oglat, Airborne. Pt ostriptelL
and other addrermas will be given
Wliasr. Emoutore
by John C
Vice-President of the American
Red Crass and George E
Regional Menages of the 13=
eastern Area.
Music will be provided by the
101st Airborne Division Band arid
lunch will be served at the Officer'. Club
Pour uniformed Voiunteers froni
the Calloway County Chapter win
participate in the Presentanon of
Odors
Afternoon aemions will consist
of sertarams being conducted an
the following subjects; Service to
Military Painiblea, Disester Pre.
giftedness Nursing &Meer Piked
Program. and Red Omes Youth
All volunteers and the.. of the
public interested n the Red Cross
are invited Transportation wail be
provided by the boo& chapter.
Moor wishing to attend should
can the chapter office, 163-14K,
to mete • luncheon merest/ft
••••
by September 19.

cm,

Strike Of 1:
Tea-cheii Ends
In McCracken

1
,

by
walkout
The
morreekan
County's school teachers ended
Tuesiay night.
Teachers representing the Me.
Cracker, Comity Education Aimeeharm and the school board "greed
to submit the issues dividing than
to arbitration
Meantime the schools will re.
own.
Cleans To Resume
Classes were to begin t his morn.
render ischeduie.
Hug On
School official,' began telephone
teachere and spreading the
word to parents by radio end
tiles'leen
The agreement to arbitrate must
be ratified by the teachers A
rneetmg to consider it will be held
at Concord fectioul, probably at 4
pm today.
Officials of the MCEA and they
anticipate an overwhelming endorsement of the agreement to
arbitrate.

the

•

CITATIONS
Four persona wens cited by the
Munay Pohice Department for pea86100 of beer. Other citelialE
were for three Aw no oity sticker,
one for speedtrio. mid one for
public &whimsies&
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Back/bare At The
White House

•

1 Involves Romney's adosiesim that
While an a 1965 trip to Vietnam,
he was brawaabed" by u 8 ofroasts into supporting American
policies in the Southeast Allan
war.

By MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White Hesse Reporter
WASHINGTON159 - Backstairs sit the White House:
Preakhot Johtlewes White House
Mail is intaded to be &Mod
&enable about the 'brain-washing" ebarge by Itteheileet Our,
George Romney. Well, tharttable
up to a point.
adtrenistration attitudes seems to be this: Why Amp
on Romney when the facts need
no embetedde, . when some of
Rommes Mow ttepsbbcstna are
being tree with their own brand of
derision?
The Moue, in case anyone Mn the
Englishapeaking world mimed it.

Two years later, the 1988 GOP
from then Imderground bunkers,
presidential ameba me a difthe Mantles poured fire into the
down an An Force F4C Phantom
ferent light and recanted whitely.
attackers.
.We gedinee die nabs to reject any Advertising. LIMON to the Editor.
on a photo reconnaissance mission
If Ftomney had explained his rethe best inor PeM0 Voice items wince, la our opinion, are not
over the southern half of the
American gunships, spewing macent shift on Vietnam pollee sim-' Wad id sur readers.
by Usited Press litientatiesal
1.1.112 Teeeday, the 3116th
ple by stem LI S. offIcials In
ctitheunti tare, a hirled overhead.
(Continued From Page Osel
Today is Wednesday, Sept 13,
plane lust over South Vietnam The Communists fled Pour MarSaigon had lied to him in 1906,
ATIONAL REJIMiENTATIVES: WALLAtE WITMER co., 1509
territory.
ines died and 10 were wounded at
Ave., Memphis, Tema, Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.: the Meth day of 1967 with 109 to
notteng Me the current stir would
drunkenness, entered plea of guilfoikra.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
The massive buildup of Amer- Cues 'men.
have resulted.
The moon is between as f1rst ty, hued $15.00 Plus $450 coda ican manpower in Vietnam has
His was an unfortunate choke
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
H. A. Walker, charged with
Force's
giant
Overhead
the
An
quarter
and
full
phase.
denied the Communist likens any
of wads, however, and the DemoSecond Clan Matter.
The morning stars ate Venus. DWI. entered plea of guilty, fined extensive area where they can B52 Stratotortzedes drqpped bondcrate are not Neely to let bun
$100.00 pets 050 coda.
IMMIIIIIRIPTION RATES: By Caned in Murray. per weed 25c, per Meath Jupiter and likieursi.
mount large male attacks on a reds of tons of bombs cm the
forgot it, medonlerty Mice it wee
with
J
R
Miller.
DWI.
chanted
Conunimast
areas
climbers,
MM.
year.
$450,
storage
ocemtles,
per
adjoining
The (welling dna are ea turn
and base
$1.38. ill Osamu and
another Republidan, Henry Cabot
regular baas - except along the
amended to reckless drivuig sad
camps in the DMZ, spokes:leo
sod Mars
Lodge Jr., who was U. S. Am.
DIAZ.
ciresch
of
peace,
entered
plea
of
"TM Oatataadine Civic Meet of a Cammiestie is the
said.
America:. Gen. J. J. Petal:wag
bamador to Melon when Reteney
The North Vietnamese, apparMAO
heed
$100.00
plus
guilty.
lategrit7
he newsPePer
was born oz. tbis das in las&
was there. ontIy trying to more before US.
ARM
theta
and
MOM
plus
0.60
costs
On this Liao- in history:
and South Vietnamese forces set
WEDNESDAY - SZPIIIMBER 13, 1967
In 17011. congress seabonsed the for a total of e168.00.
up an ant.1-41:11111/11031 barrier orR. L. pia. charged with puede
first national eledloet.
dered by Defenbe Secretary RobIn 1943 Genersiissinio Clears drunkenness, soured plea of guil- ert S. McNamara, attacked before
ty.
hued
$15.00
plus
$450
costs.
Ka-abek a as elected president et
dawn today.
((emented teed Page One)
it. D. Dick, charged Mei DWI,
che Chinese Nationalist govenaFast then artillery and mortars
anienoett to recklees driving. enTh.k.h•TION AL
man rkaaa
ij
Men'
ramed Melia on Con Thien, Dong the
program. Your greed to be
In 1964, letups elected Its ttrat tered plea of platy, fined 11100.00 Ha, Camp Carroll and Cam Lo,
first in reporting this proposed
WASHINGTON - Sen. George Murphy, R.-Calif., recently Dectunatic 'Premier in 20 years. phis $4.50 meta.
key Lean:lett:tent forts guarding the
piograsen, matead of waiting for
J. E Remelt*, charged with
In UMW sato:mut Richard Ciorreturned from Vietnam, on whether he got a brainwashing
frontier.
the food, as your news oompetetdriving.
amended
to
don's sclaeduied 116-minute space- reckless
or a snow job there:
They also lobbed about WO mor- ore were respon.sible enough to
walk was cut to 44 minutes when breach of peace. entered pies •ot tar shella into South Vietnamese
"I can smell a snowstorm or a snow job a mile away.
111 his space tatit part- guiky. fined NOW plus $4_50 costa army border poets. government do. has lead to your failure to
permeation
Vietnam.
',didn't get any impression of snow in my briefings in
*
In COLOR
rePort the many valuable advatFreed Tucker, Jr., charged with
bthwied
him
Way
spokesmen said. Then out of the
:I thought those men are doing a job for their country.".
trust that
A thought for the day - Ralph DWI and no opera tees license, DMZ stormed the North Viet- ages to both systems I
you will be as eager to report the
Waldo Emerson said: -Noteung entered plea of godly, fined $100.00 ratntee troops. part of an milfacts when they are made avail•
SACRAMENTO - Gov. Ronald Reagan, on how he might can bring peace but yourseit."
plus $4.60 COWLS and $10.00 phis
meted 36,000 weber* Hand haa able.
$410 costa Dor a total of $135.00.
fight the war in Vietnam.
mustered in the butter wine.
A. B Crass
George Musty. charged with
"We are attempting to fight the enemy more on his
At least 300 North Vietramere
at
peace,
entered
breads
plea
of
rifle.
I
and
the
hand
gun
terms - the foot soldier with the
hurled
themselves against
the
LOST•.CAT
MIRY, Wen $10.00 plus $4 50 meta.
think that the United States must look to its technological
shell-Pocked Marine fortress of
Minnie Meany, chanted with
Con Thou the key fort. FleSing
ILIE# Regina Ray of Irvan Street
breach of peace. entered plea of
has lost heir little brown and
NnYititaY. K.y - Wednesday'. guilty, fined $10.00 plus $4116
WASHINGTON - Sen. Everett DDirksen, R.-L11., before September 13. 1987 laweay Lee- costa.
guilty. fined $10.00 plus $4.50 coda. black oat and she would like to
D. W. Brandon, charged with have it come back to her home.
the Senate passed a bill to make public campaign expendi- stock Auction.
David Singleton, charged with
:;.',•
CATTLE AND CALVES: 1223
. faxes:
unnecessary noise, entered plea of unnecessary noise, entered plea of Call her at 753-5568 for ailartnaHOGS: ell: SHEEP: 2
guilty, tined $10.00, plus $4.50 costs. guilty, fined $1600 plus $4.50 costs. Uon about the cat
-This is an impertinence and an outrage and shbuld be
D. A. Bury. charged with nee'Moderately active; Sliughter Cows
T. L. Lax. charged with rea, soundly defeated:"
PRLME DONNA INVITED
Me Lower; Sisughter Bulls $1 00 lms dreeng. entered plea of (111/l;• Was &eying, amended to breach
of puce, entered plea of guilty.
I
Veldt= $1.00 higher: Feed- te. fined $16.00 plus $450 meta.
lLower;
France
and
Pct.
PARIS - A joint communique Lwued .by
LONDON
- The tinned le
er steers steady to Me Maier:
W C Cannon. charged with fined $1000 pins $4.50 'costa
land on the war in Vietnam:
J D Lowery, charged with reek- Scala Opera Ocenpany of Milan
ceder heifers 25c higber; other unnecessary noise. entered plea
"The two governments condemned a war whose intensifi- classes about etude.
at gulp. fined $1000 plus $450 leas driving. amended to breach of armouneed liseadaT that Pitt=
cation continues to threaten the very existence of the Viet- SLAUGHTER COWS: Iltillity $16 - code
peace. enteied plea or guilty. fin- DOLI21B Marie Collier of London's
namese people . . and constitutes the main obstacle to the OD-1625. few high yielding indiCoevaile Gorden Opera House has
IL L. Disk enereed with Weed- ed $1600 plus $450 amts.
B E. Jones, dammed with reck- been Invited to tom their own:ratty
viduals up to $15.75: Cutter $14.00. ing, smeerled to breach of peace,
international detente.La
16 00. Canner $1250-14.26
entered plea of guilty, fined $10.00 less driving, emended to breach for 'pedal performances of
ot peace, entered plea of guilty, Bohiene" to be given at Expo 87
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility to PlUe 94.90 meta
Good m er 1000 lb $1800-1950
in October.
B. L. Barnett. charged with • filed $10.00 pea 0.50 costs.
et
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND ITAL. reekles
amended
driving.
Io
SZS: Clatece 300-500 lb slaughter breach of peaoe, entered plea of
cedes VA 00-36 00; Good $32 26- guilty. fined $10.00 plus $4.30 oats.
Oh that I had given up the ghost, and no eye had seen
3125; Standard $30 5032 e0; Choice
2. R Ellseemore. charged AM
me! -Job 15:18.
Faisal MO 50-33 50. Goad Wie 75- meg
driving,
amended
to
Everyone has moments of depression. The story of Job 30.75; Standard M6.00-3100.
breath of peace entered plea of
The
sun
there
is
life.
so
long
as
there
is
hope
_ teaches that
FEEDLIS: Ctx:aoe 750-050 lb feed- guitty. fined $1000 plus $4.50 coats.
er deers 12400-2600. Mixed Good
may shine tomorrow
J W. Nanny, charged with immod Choice
$22 00-25 00.
Good proper paeans entered plea (..f
*31.282526; Standard $19 50-21.5*. guilty, fined 110 00 plus $400 coo
Cheese 560.750 lb 0500-77 00; few
R. P Normorthy.. charged 'a it..
kibi up tis $2130. Mixed Good and reddens
dr.ving.
amended
to
Mike 00400-26.00: Goad 112223. breath of peace, entered Mes OF
MIR: Standard $30.50-22.60. HEIJoe Orerbey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rue OrerbilY, Wile pre- FERS: Chalice 560-800 li $212334.25; fee iota up to $24 00. lax.
:
sented with the God and Country Award of the Scouts
erl Good and Chore
0B-235;$
- Rev. Paul T. Lyles at the First Methodist Church on Sunday. Good $1350-20 50
Standard $16 76High
the
Murray
from
member
4-H
Club
Hargis,
Gary
iCesliesee From Page Oen
LS 75 Chace 350-660 lb steer calves
club, tied for third place in the State Tractor Driving Contest $7126-211,716, few lots up to Piet
- held at the Kentucky State Fair in Louisville. The Calloway Mbted Good and Choice Nal& which we set out in the Spring.
Dairy Judging Team, composed of Danny Kemp, Charles 23I6: Good $34 50.36 50: Stanched We got the latter last Christmas and it kept on living so we
- Eldridge, Howard Steely, and team alternate Ramp Brooks, $02.75-34.75; Choice 360-560 lb heifers 133.36-25.26. few lots up to just put it out. pot and all. It
.. pieced 4th.
1136.50; Mixed Good and Choke has done right well
•
/Kr. and Mrs. Leonard Hill of Almo Route One are the
$22.26-34.25;
Good
130.50-32.80:
at
the
September
2
born
Faye,
daughter,
Cynthia
▪
- parents of a
Wide America entered the 19601
Standard $18 75.2075
- Murray Hospital
/MGR: Harrows and Oths se the nation was sit peace. but we
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Edwards of Dexter will observe their higher (ownpared to Sat week's had 713 non-combatant adneers
market) U 8 1-2 200-210 lb In Vietnam. Today we have 466,golden weddin," anniversary on September 15
$1925; U. 8. 3 300-330 lb $1875; 000 troops there with more to
SOWS: U. it 1-2 35e-360 lb $1500; bellow.
U 8 1-3 356-460 b $1475. U. &
The US gulfend no battle casual2-3 465-000 lb $1400
sHEEP: Not enough to test' tbil Use in 19110 fence thin ce have
LEDGE lit a • $1 EA rim
mazer(
/uttered $2,000 dead and wounded
In the Vietnam Wax.
meetnoon
the
speaker
at
Ralph 'Wear was the principal
reSew said that vice-prendent
ing of the Rotary Club. 11! recounted the experiences he and
•
Humphrey has been awfuliy quiet
the four Murray Scouts had on the trip to World Jamboree
lately He may bate nothing to
iCeminued From Page Oaell
in France
say, but that never stopped tete
The Calloway County 4-H Dairy Judging Team, composed
Horst will before.
of Dan Shipley. Jack itaytiekl, arid Hoyt Cleaver. Jr., placed et-t....eieley officiating
..eld In the church cemetery.
Louisville
Fair
in
State
the
held
at
contest
state
the
fifth in
Pelbearers ill be Clarence Mar- fie: Remember darling? Last With,
BOgard Dui will fill the pulpit of the First Methodist
r.r..1 Sabel Pendentrasa
ravel you maid there Was sometiung aptre
if the
..13.0-1 tearatierersas. WWI
Church on-$nday.--in--th*
•--me-intr--orerkt- -toree--towMullins Mr Dunn is a divinity student at Duke University.
Yeah. but you spent it all.
Howard and Richard Bareell
The 1947 Calloway County Fair will open at the Planter31 The BIC -ck-Colemen
Funeral
eaasiibid went to see a psyLoose Leaf Floor building on East Main Street on September licrne as in charge of errangemenie •
where friends may call until the chiatrist After Ildneng to the
17, 18, and la.
cantebei for half an hour, the
funeral heir
psycluatnat turned to torn and
'
• •
• .•
• •• •
said -The trouble with you, old
.
4
ya that you are fed oP with
•/
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tither rose by 17 per cent during
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Murder up 13 Per" alit. forcible
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Letter To The Editor

Quotes From The News

`DEADLO THAN THE MALE'

Federal Litestock
Market Report

He triggers a whole
new style in adventure.
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STORE 11011S: OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK TILL MIDNIGHT

le 1968 GOP
saw a difWed publicly.
mined las repottery dm- j
officials
tdm in 1965,
nt atir would
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STAMP CENTER NEXT DOOR TO STORE

WE GIVE TREASURE CHEST STAMPS

We Give Double Stamps Each Tuesday and Wednesday
WV•

made choice
d the Demo.
to Let ban
Mice it Vas
Henry Cabot
U. S. Am.
-hen Romney

• • • WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES • • •

/

*

79c BACON
39c PICNICS

3 lb. can
2 cans

CRISCO
CORN

Pride of Illinois
Cream Style
No. 303 Cans
— YELLOW SOLID —

ttre
.

m

nmir
Kentucky
Murray,
Hazel Highway
scrimmismi_imsomicamossmissienc___
AssmisimmaismmocReelfoot
Sliced, Rindless
1-Lb. Pkg.
'-'1111.11r-'-'"""1":'?",11=181111fr

FRYERS

69c
39c

lb.
lb.

Reelfoot
Tender, Smoked
6- to 8-Lb. Avg.

COUNTRY SKILLET

OLEO
lb. 15c
BABY FOOD 6 jarsia:4;°ztialyili4c HAMBURGERmEAT lb.
ii
lb•
49c HAM
BISCUITS Ltirjr:r 6 cans
lb.
BEEF PATTIES.
4 for
FRUIT PIES

14 *
EE!

Gerber
Strained

hole
enture.

8 oz. cans

•

!NCR

WHOLE=

Reelfoot
Smoked
Tender,
S
(Butt Portion __ lb. 59')

Shank
Portion

I

P

•

GODCHAUX

I

f

I

9

With -coupon and '5.00
additional purchase

•

Bag

2W
Gallon

PUREX
gal. 29c
a
Bologn
99c
lb.
HAM
FRESH
Bones 19cb Sausage
LIQUID BLEACH

TREET

55e MILK

15c

DIXIE BELLE - Lb. Box
KELLY'S SAUSAGE - 5-0z. Cans

VIENNAS

39
45icb

lb

ARMOUR SKINLESti - 12-0z. Pkg.

SHORT

47:89( CRACKERS

19e

43

CATSUP
Hunt's Pizza Flavor - 14-oz. bottle

10c

lb. 59'
lb. '1.49
lb. '1.39
lb. 69'

CHICKEN
PORK _ _ _
SPARE RIBS
PICNICS _ _

Anti Freeze fl

OLD FASHION LARGE

-11).49e FRANKS

I

110T BAR-B-Q

BREAST --------------.......---____ lb. 49t
lb. 49.
THIGHS
lb. 39.
—
LEGS
lb. 190
WINGS
lb. 10e.
BACKS & NECKS
Fresh
Fresh
GIZZARDS ------lb. 39*
lb. 79e
LIVERS

MISS DIXIE EVAPORATED - 15-0?an
n

SUGAR

CHICKEN PARTS

(ENTER SLICED - FOR FRYING

ICE MILK
39c
ARMOUR - 12-0z.

* LIBERTY COUPON *

With coupon and 5.00 additional purchase.
(Cigarettes and tobacco excluded)

Mr

REELFOOT HONEY GOLD - 12-0z. Pkg.

•

.
pL.
T

•

I

).. I

HINTS - 20-0z. Bottle

Turner's -

9

Limit: One Coupon Per Fondly
VOID AFTER SEPT. 19, 1967

SOFTIE

CATSUP

9

GODCHAUX
OP

TISSUE
4 rolls 29c

4

o Ml
i

-oz.

•

•

391;
496
49c

9ound
,
(Single5P

Morton
Apple, Peach,
Coconut Custard

StIG

a

U.S. INSPECTED

PRESTONE
Avoid the Rush'
Stock Up Early

Gallon Can $1.49
WAGNER'S - Quart ( an

ORANGE JUICE
PiEw

25(

:A:14,VA

SORGHUM

$1.19

FRESH YELLOW

ONIONS

3lbs 19(

FRESH

(U ()MA (Except Ham)

ines
29c
Nectar
39c
s
Dinner
39c
ng
Dressi
s
Special
Bakery
10c
s
Carrot
39c
doz.5W
Sticks
Fish
DONUTS
Marshmallows 29c
OCOMA
ea.6W
PIES
iNes
EGGS
Meat
OES
POTAT
SWEET ROLLS --UAW
10
lb. bag 49c
3W
BREAD
3 _doz. St 5 for $1

1

MISS LIBERTY SALAD - Quart Jar

FRESH CRISPY - 1-Lb. Cello Bag

TRADEWINDS BREADED - 5-0z. Pkg.

‘1 I - I -1.b l'kg.

GLAZED

U.S. NO. 1 RED

ASSORTED (REAM

ASSORTED

GRADE "A" MEDIUM

Beef - Chicken - Turkey - 8-oz. pies

BUTTF.R & EGGS - 16-0z. loaf

1111111,

01411111110111.1.
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Bald Eagle
Being Killed
At Fast Rate

Br oldest MO

The bad eagle is being shot Cat
of exigence. Gunners who either
dont know or don't care whet
they are shooting are taking an
idsmoing toll fn the fast-thlo.
nag ranks of our national bled.
The National Auclubm Society,
es part of its
to piethe nation's amending population of eagles MI Wats. has
undertaken •'pedal Meat to idling* se who awry-IOW alsipt
Um plant of the bid aids. ars•
deka It a natromal
batiquertinebe
allidedideltio
Me Vat Car._
A IOW
at Om add
eagle
lbei delalled MOB
heed ad all tailmil•-las mit
by dale
eng amokan
11-41a ad eallear
03114
until Mbar die Wed is mire thin
four yam dd. The knisetere eagles are bosun Si over. and look
jog Wm' We hawks which. in
amt. is analley what eagles are).
Zlieretare many Inunature bad
angles are shot by Peogge who
think they are ridding the world of
a lasemfid "chicken haat" This,
Mse National Audubon t3ontity baits, is • mistake even' way Yon
kook at It. Tb alert with. Mots
In general do man far more good
than harm: studies of Seeneell
contents show hawks eat tar more
farm peas. such es rot& rabbis
mid gmehoppers than chicks=
or game birds. Secondly the bad
at haat that will occasionally eat
• chicken
k can find .a tars
Mare palate, loni mad
wire) is the short-wineee, teaflying vertely. and is na the
brc addamed. hake thrbog- hawk
IMAM IremponsIble gunners or
`pettrikere" too often fInd a tempting tweet. Thirdly. 15 s Illegal in
the firs place to shoot bald melee anywhere in the Bated ategio.
end es mot states most of am
other treks are protected. too
A television "mat- on the plight
of the eagle strewing the brown
maretion of the matures, tem
been reamed by A.uduan to •
number a moans scram the
countiT. espeelegy in arms wtwre
eagles are most likely to be seen
More tam 5.000 motes of a helm
11.0-ocior well dart on klealgliaMon of heats and eirgres bine bowl
ellgeributad. ausl other edam:at:Iona
naterials are kmPregerellen.
elboottog is not Mr arty MOPE
for. the esgbes don. Lamof
noting Menet is certain* • major factor and experts magma oboe
another cause is DDT end Maar
long-and pestactdes
ealeet
in the bodies of fhb, the prIncIPII
diet of these birth However. a—
LOOM Melee leered deed. according I
So a *My made by the t
&
Interior Deconneent. the most'
mom= Imam muse of deka
was gurstice.
Pleures on total bald eagle pan
nation are difficult to come by.
but in • amber of riesling areas
Audubon experts lave been air
to Meet reliable data, sod
hove found an alarming rate of
decline In Mum* realms there
hes been • 50 per cent kee a the
pat 30 years.
Cowan is greatest be We
MON Oat mat end Wm pierMai be lag Dated Bates. Nowa I
et las ClInallime border. It is sitt-1
marl Una Uwe aro osta sane
MN/ MIL In
and Masks
Use pagan
baggiter. the sub, Jet
because some
three le Ilair Ilialasid bald area
from Uri =lb editor men yam
in las Maid lemeis
oats to nest north of
ibm bonier.
Wham yesessund reagent or
deer Iran Ur meth, Ow lilalanai
esaty
bi- Amieries'a
spagroL
birds
poo" ass am ip• Ihe way of
eso
ens peseenger palm
It le Oa% dip skesaing tam

Swift's - 12-oz. pkg.

Ground Beef

11/049 WPM SUMMIT CONFE1ENCE-Egyptiao President Carnal Abdel Nasser (left) and
IMO President Abdul P,...hman Aref v.-allt hand-in-hand in Cairo beside Yemeni President
AMMO 111.1-Sallal before their departure for Khartoum, Sudan capital, and the Arab
summit conference

How to bounce back at Israel is crux of the agenda

(Cabiephoto)

MURDER Snit-Thew two 18-Year-olde, Thomas E. Braun
(left) of Odessa, Wash., and Leonard E Maine of Ftitzville.
"
WI
N
Ranh., face authorities in,Sonora, Calif., after their arrest
on a description given by Susan Bartoloina 17, Ukiah,
Calif., a girl they criminally attacked and left for dead
with five bullet wounds. She said they killed her boyfriend. Timothy Luce. And information from them led to Ao.Cor***
bodies of two other victims (shown., Mrs. Deanna Buse. 22,
at Redmond, Wash.; Samuel -Ledgerwood, at Astoria, Ore.

A

SWIFT'S FULLY COOKED

SWIFT'S CANNED -3 Lbs.

HAMS
59c lb.&63c lb.
Butterball - 5-16 Lbs.

$2•791
PORK

Pure Pork

TURKEYS

LIVER

SAUSAGE

49

15

35

*

Round Steak Mb

I

16-oz. pkg.
ACRES

Ofi

tale

foe

12-oz can

FR
RO
tiri
rr

ACRES

FPFZTAY

——

COOL WHIP
ablIsslemann's - 164-oz.
APPLE

SAUCE

PEACHES

With Famous Name Brands of
MEN'S APPAREL and FURNISHINGS

Ne.2I
eon

Del Monte

GREEN PEAS

GREEN BEANS

19°

2 ere 25'

- 154-is. can

lama

dloanklme - U.s. can
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

29°

LIPTON TEA

We

BISCUITS

PURINA - 25-Lb. Bag

Mayshire Suits, Sport Coats and Slacks
Beautiful new Fall Swenter0\\ by Catalina and Truval.
* Higgins Stay-Pressed Casual and Dress Slacks.
Perrnairon Shirts by Van Heusen and Truval.

Factory Outlet Stores
and The Ivy Shop.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

-••••••••...,

.-aa •

-"end

20. 39°

Cloverleaf. 4-it, she

MILK

44*

COCONUT SHORTBREAD striet...,. Iced — — 39'1
'
Shedd'., Solid

MARGARINE

2 lbs. 39'

BROOKFIELD CHEESE

2 lbs.

89°

49'
39

BEEF BARB-)Keay:.

114-oz. can

49-0

Kelly's - 24-es. can
SPAGHETTI& MEATBALLS

PINK SALMON

Double Q

390WI can

BABY FOOD

3/290

3

3

mast.
'
25°

79c

LIQUID - 16-0z. Bottle

WESSON OIL 35c

•••••••••••••••.••••••••••••-•••...•

DOG CHOW $2.79 EGGS

doz

JOHNSON'S

25c

"Fn. Food
for
Fine Folks"
W. Smeeerve
uu4ht I. Limit

OPEN EACH EVENING UNTIL 9 P.M.

1:
14

•

,
•
.11111.0.
--no..111,...•••••••11111M.......ercemmii

•

•
•••

7

a

•

GRADE "A" SMALL

•
-rd••••••.•

4

GERRF'11":

C.
ovemlaelleater
,
,•••••••-•••••••••••••

55°

19°

anthill or Pillsbury --5-01. can

CRISCO

•

MIrSale Wle4 -

4,L

ALL VEGETABLE

510 WEST MAIN STREET

690

Dixie Belle - lb. box
CRACKERS

•

*

ogEssirc

4-11). bag

PORK BAR-B-Q

ILI MILK

SUITS FOR THE PRICE
OF ONE, PLUS . . .

49'
5°
2 NOS. 150
39°

- 104-en can

Campbell's
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP _ _ __ 2 cans 29°

feature:

25 lbs 4900

46 bags594‘

Illazw*eU House - ono pound
COFFEE

Adams Hats
and
B.V.D Underwear

29L

• PRODUCE •

DRY

Teenle Weenie - l7-oz. can

SALAD

HENS

390 RED POTATOES
HONEY DEW MELONS
GREEN PEPPER
RADISHES
290 APPLES
FRUIT JUMBO CREAMS

2 for 37°

a

lb

10-or 89°

RXKDSFYF

WE'RE READY FOR FALL

lb

1

•FROZEN FOODS•

FROSTY ACRES

asos00,7 CPI - Raman emaMir Denary Shostelooricli ead
Mambo he has comMeted asymphonic poem called "Cialober
kated to the 50th innagesiery of
the Basher* Ftemiullea. •

- MILAN 5 - Oreste;. Man
Ifniplut announced Treaty tat
• laborer's 83-resr-oid we wave
birth to MA quadruplets leuneley
Gamine OVID, the mothers husband, nearly fainted When told
or the mulrigge blahs and realist modlcid illeinUan bionea.

*

lb

ItEVOLETSONABY POCK

TE41313 FOUBSIOIRE
•
rumtmoser

Weiners
39c

31.00

•

WAEMMil VISITP413 SOUZA
-1E0ULt. B. Chief Justice dpe Warren met Tuesday with
ono Korean Prodding Mk
aim Be. flrgi other movernnlent
*rhino Th•• head of the Supreme
Chart is on a four-day yak to
alum Kore• rosiwks • skip a
Again_

•

•

MIII LEDGER & TIMES —
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Coldwater News
•

- $1v 11114s.- Walk Barna
ridisig,h with-MU&'Mlle Lamb
Third Stoxlay dinner gue.sts of while Miss Carlene Lamb was In
Mr and Mrs. Hugh Dowdy were Use homitaL She has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Black, Miss honle and is knproVed.
Magaltne Mannino, and Bro. and
Mrs. Molly Cochran and Mrs.
- Mn Grover Page.
Hershel] Burton and Donna were
Mr and Mrs Earl Lomb spent Friday morning callers of Mrs.

•

.
I

•

3E

•

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

homb.shell of surprise by announcMettle Jones and, Mass lois MarDown Concord
ing his resignation. He is being
ine. Sunday afternoon cullers vere
called to a ahuroh in Minois.
Way
Mrs. Ruth Lomb and Mrs. Gia
That makes three preachers, Bro.
Madeline.
Owens of Mt. Carmel, Bro. Salk%
Mrs. Billy V. Lamb and an
By Estelle Spiedand_
of New CohoOrd, and Bic. White
one day the past WetIL
September ii. *Pi
her pinata, Mr. and Mrs. James
I 'doh more stories of good sots who leave three churches to find a
Black and family. Mrs. Hilson were reported as that aeons Tip new &heaven:I. Locum Grove loot
Black wria a Thursday afternoon Miller and Mr. Ournett going to Bro. Jonas some tame ago.
caller.
Atoka to help restore the churchBut "man's extremity Is God's
Maater Jimmy Darnall Is 'pend- es.
opportunity" we hear. He will proing a few days with his grandReadens get a little tired of
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Basun reading about strikes whether tea- vide a way.
Black.
chers or auto workers or some
Third Sunday dinner guests of other
discontented employees.
Mr. and Mrs. Novill Pendergrass
I have an idea any Marine or
were Miss Anita Pendergrass, Bro.
would
and Mrs. Vance Pourtner and bon. service man in Vietnam
First Sunday dinner guests were gladly exchange salaries with any
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McGary. /a one back home, but woe unto them
the afternoon all their children if they were to strike!
A moving virus seems to have
were present.
Mrs. Emma Ernersan was a re- attacked the preachers of this 10cent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Carl (nifty.
A great crowd attended the note
Chrtstenberry.
Fourth Sunday dinner guests of burning servme and dedication at
Mr. and Mrs. C.larence Morgan Poplar Spring Church Sunday
aerie Bro. and Mrs. Garvin Brun- where several former pastnrs, indege and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph cluding Bro J. H. Thurman. recalled memories.
Morgan.
Then Guy LOV/118 gave credit to
Mrs. Linn Winchester, Jr. and
children Kenneth and Lisa. were three men, Bob M:oCuton, Galen
Saturday afternoon guests of her Thurman. and Cordie Rushing, who
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lamb. though gone to their reward, gave
Mrs. Freed Tucker and daugh- unspartngiy of time and means that
DUPLEX YOKE SYSTEM -ters spent the past weekend with this country ohunch might stand.
Bit atm Bro. Harold Lassiter*,
ratio transmission and
her m:Aber, Mrs. Algie Tabers.
ret•ption botwiten two or more
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Tidwell were closing mesioae and a perfect day ,
po•Ms.
Astronauts
on Mo lunar
the Sunday afternoon guests of was enialtiit. 'Bro. Jerrell.White, the
iinfor• will us. thi'oFts -t•IiiphonoI
ably
03
has
who
Young
pallor,
Carter
Riley
syshern
and
Mrs.
with Earth inoised of
Mr. and
'soporot• tronsmot-rocovro rodeos.
daughter. They aiso called on Mr. guided his aongregation to this
&lopped
climax,
memorable
and Mrs. J. T. TittweiL
First Sunday afternoon callers
of Mr. and Mrs. Cody Tidwell were
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Watson.
Third Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Darnell were
Mr. and Mrs. Jinkny Sellers and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Prentice
Darnell and sone, Mr. and Mrs.
Hyland K. Darnell and daughters,
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lamh.,..Xr.
and Mm. Bobby Lang), and son,
and Sir. and Mrs Peery Lamb and-son.
First Sunday dinner rung of
aro. and Mrs. Coleman Ouster
and daughters was little MIMI
Karen Darnell
Was NTIolde Clafrible "'petit fourth
Sunday in the home of Mr and
Mrs Edison Hopkins and ctaughtor, Kathy.

•

MISS AMERICAN TEEN-AGER OF 1967 — The 1967 "Miss American Teen-Ager," 16 year-sid, saturn-liaised Michele Patrick (center) of Bethesda, Md., occupies her throne of honor after defeating
63 other finalists to gain the title at Palisades Aninaement Park in New Jersey. !Michele Is flanked
by her first runner-up, 17-year-old "Miss Virginia Teen- tier," Laurie Burke (lett) of McLean, Va.,
and the 1966 "Miss American Teen- Ager," Rebecca Alkke of Circle ville, Ohio.
•

100

Ftcanney, 26,
WEDDING BELLS are ringing for George Scott
son of the Michigan governor, and Ronne Eileen Stern, 23,
shown in Salt Lake City before their Aug. 23 rrarrtage in
the Mormon Temple. She is a divorcee with a 3-year-old
son, and daughter of a wealthy Detroit industrialist.

1

•

lb.. 394
2 MK

89°
494

.
490
--

I can

view of the annual Labor
LASOlt DAY presents this sea gull's
the "World's greatDay Mackinac Bridge Walk, proclaimed
years ago with 65 persons
Ma Walking event." It began nine
from St. Ignace on
waft the bier and 0110-half villa trek
Mackinaw City on the
31ftel11pde Vera Pealliede to
walked It.
LOWS,' Pladalia. Last year some 10,000 walkers
are permitted, and
Labatt Day hills only tIrr.e pedestrians
note that vehicular traffic is maintained.

Fourth Sunday dinner guests of
nine were Mi. Lynsui Dixon, and
Miss Edith Duman. Others called
In the afternoon. We vted Mt.
and Mrs. Roy Pencil who have
moved to their new home on Murray Route Ihx. Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Ooodnian also called at the home,
Mr. and Mn. Devoe Bridges and
son 'of Mach Ohio. are slating
relatives In Kannicky.
Fry,Itelimber 1, Mr. and
Men Caw MOM" *Act 4••01)0r,
nein dinar mans, of Wm. Mt.
and efte. Bay Perlob oailed
maw afternoon. Ofter eaten,
were Bro. and Mrs. Coleman
Dexter and dandifies.
Mr. end Mrs Devoe Bridges. Mr.
and Mrs. Virg* Bridges were
fourth Sunday afternoon callers
of Mrs, Laura Mayfield. Mrs. Carlene Watson, Mrs. ()erne Meg,
and Itinamy PuBen. They Mee
aided on Mrs Jet?* Bengal
Mayfield.
Mr and Mrs Bob Guthrie of
Warren, Mich , spent the past
weekend with relatives in Mayfield
Ira Hin Is • rii•Lieelt at the nailer Morgan Hospital at Mayfield
in nrxwn Mei
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Lamb were
:Int Sunday ruins or Mr. end
MTS. Jess Darnell. Mrs. Richert
Turner and Mr. and Mrs. Mersin
Howard were also callers.
Mr. and Mrs. Rionaid Redi Gerfin and inn were IMIonday dinner
guests of Mr. acid Mrs. Cody

35c

tag BO Ofter Charger vow's* Over

bond,egemkIng new from rood to roof.
Compiele %lb dimness** hendNghte. Vowpadded bogie* mots up frOnt. Arid soger,economical
power front ir standard Yb imolai One new fee& le
handy pockets in the doors for the Wage Ihof gel In your
way when you travel.liere's o Dodos litere even a ley Is
think about.

'68 DARTlook Tae a comma.

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Baths 01 81.
1..oula. Mo., spent the pest weekend with relatives in Kentucky.

'68 POLARA- .neY than you'd

65°1

CO
'68 MONA
every year, and

Attraeilm COLISEUM

3/290

'68 CHARGERseen.

The super-plush Dodge
especially for 1968. Here's a car that'll spoil
you for everything else. With V8 powerthe slickest, smoothest automatic transmission
you've ever said "go' to-and every luxury
touch a car this big and this good-looking
should have. And yet, its price is a pleasant
surprise.

at the MID-SOUTH
Something for Everyone . . . at the 1967

in Memphis . . . Sept. 22-30

A v. .:elot of car for a lot less
think. It's big, it's powerful, it's luxurious. And it'S
priced in the some league with Impala and
Galaxie SCO. Hord to believe? Well, then.
Come in, cind let's talk figures. Proving
what a wonderful borgrrn Polara
offers you is one of the things
we like to do best.

The compact that doesn't
Or ride like one. Or act like one. Or cramp
your style like one. Here's a comport that's
oil car. With lots of go ond lots of room.
With a V8 under the hood if that's what you'd
like. And Dort comes in a wide range of
=
body styles. So no matter what style isk
style, we have it. Come in and take a

gammasem MAINS

CHogiuraalh

•
17) DOC
FESTUS

SEPT. 28 tylip
•

EL 8 30 p m

World

THE

ChOTP1Oftik p

15c

RODEO
P.M.

SEPT. 22 at 8-30
SEPT. 23 at 1:30, A 30, 8.30
SEPT. 24 at 1.30 & 4,30

MARTY
ROBBINS
with the

Food
oats"
•• This

Country 'n
Western Show
SEPT. 29 at 4 & 8 30

•

TICKETS NOW ON SALE
S350 • $300 • $250• $200
CHILDREN $1 in $2 Sections

ROY ROGERS
& DALE EVANS
SHOW
S.. 0,. Soot of the Prommrs

THE

JIM
NABORS
SHOW

1th
•

en

Atl•STA II CAST
SEPT. 30 at 4 & 8.30
MAIL ORDERS • COLISEUM
GOLDSMITH'S DOWNTOWN
Enclose stampod, otIf
oddressod orwel000.

one from Dodge for '68. Coronet, feetterto a Mtimp
including an addition to the line: a sharp now
COM of Dodge Finer. The only plow to
IjiY0

Another oil-new
NET
of freshly styled models,
CORO
68
'
you a good
coupe. like oil other Dodges for '68, Coronet is sure to

PATAL1TIES-1.3.S. Army Lt.
George B. Lovelace III
smokes calmly outside the
courtroom in Ft. Sill, Okla_
during his court martial on
charges of negligent homicide. Lovelace, from Shawnee. Okla., was in charge of
a mock ambush June 27 in
which two soldiers were killed and a third wounded.

cure it Is at your nearby Dodge Boys'. Come on in.

Taylor Motors,Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

4th and Poplar

listings for exact time and channel
See AFL Football Sundays on NBC. Check your local

,,,,;•••,••••"'"
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the .,,ne hundred ativentyifith year lye activities for the furthers...los
of :lie Cbounonweallb of Ken. of education
Don In the Olt) of Murray, Ken- 1
tuck)
Ti) ALL TO WHOM THESE
Hall lifigkilstoiN
luckY, this 11th day of SePtember
PRDSENTS MALL POKE.
Judge
in the year of our Lord one thouseichneekon is the
WIRMRAS.
and Moe humlreci sixty-seven and
cornerstone of democracy, coinbeing ks the one hundred seventyPROCLAMATION
fifth year of the Commomeadth
and happiness, and deserves
of Keeducky.
war undivided ettorMon and conarn; and
Holmes Ellis
THESE
TO
WHOM
ALL
ISIISIREAS, the cause of educaTO
City of Murray,
COME:
PRESENTS
&SHALL
tion hay best served by a lulusKentucky
WHEREAS.
Education is the
ledges/de constituency.
MOW. THEREFORE, I Hall Mc- cornerstone of democracy. 0011111.
Oftton. Judge of the County of user" and happiness, and deserites INTERSTATE PARK EXPANSION
Kerkucky. do hereby ou a:divided attention and conArt iloonomic Development Adthe six week period it cern, -and
WHEREAS, The muse of educa- ramistratkin loan it. 8686.300 will
111 through octooer M,
1961s.
tion may-."be beet served by a pay for part at 00/000 worth of
Planned new facinties at Breaks
DtMOCRACT AT WORK FOR
anowledgeshie oonst.utency,,
VIDCCATiON MONTH
NOW. THERIBORE. I Hoknes Interstate Part in the mounted's'
In keel:Wm and request that lilts, Mayor of Murray. Kentucky, at Eastern Kentucky. The amensMimeos and officio& lake of their do hereby proclaim the six week ion includes, new overnight faceshe.a sufficient amount to m- per:00. of Septernber 18 through 1t.es. restaurant', cisconink mos.
roads and other projects. Wort Is
easliest themeeives with the pre- Oct,,n,r 2B, 1907 as
DI WOCRACT AT woos FOR
slated to take two years.
sent circumstances of education
EDUCATION MONTH
in then reapectibe comeninlika
Nod devote their menage 10
FAIR SETS RECORD
in Murray, KenUltny, and rapine
drachm schrift' tor the
dist citize.ns rod Othotaki lake it
arenne at education.
their time a sufficient smouns
Attetadaboa at the 1967 Kentudky
Dose in Me City of Mum, Ibis acqualot themselves via the law. Malls Pair set a new attendance
llth day of September in the year sent ozcuinstances of ediatatithi
reined The 10-day exhibition drew
of our Lord one thousend nine their respective comnsualkies mid now person. - seven per tent
hundred sixtyneven and being in denote their energies to oonsOnsit- more than lest yew.
—
—
PROCLAMATION

OLT ON THE WEST COAST, temporary meretaries are in big demand with Nova Mar&
Hare, Ernest Borgnine charts schedule of personal appearance* with leap of Brown's girl.

Help
Wanted

E

RY

Corvette Lanes
ALL INTERESTED BOWLERS
PLEASE ATTEND

LAR* GENER AL STORES

•

•

Ar_....•••: L24 -

Long And Short Sleeve

Onty by offering a n•xture

Pullovers

2for 441.50

5
$
4 S-M-L-XL $

FULL SIZE

BLANKETS

1

poss'911'0 rason, 10"., nylon
blended for durability,
warmth and beauty.
'Wide Satin Binding

*Green, Brown or Beige panovers of cotton suede. Genuine

rawhide lace-up closure.
•Zipper side closure.

•

Men's
Sizes
28-38

SWEATERS

'Thermal weave for plenty of warmth, yet
.,nly a whisper of weight.
• %II cotton and acrylic-cotton-rayon blends

*BoTie
does
Men's
the.
S-M-L

'Satin

'The look, the style and the price
for the new fall season.
•100•. Orlon Acrylics, Chenilies
and Lamb's WooL
•Sizes
34-40

bound

ai
—

Call

—

HUGLIES

Men'sDressSHOE

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR
153-74114

WAYNE HUGHES

1681 W

Olive

•(.00d looks and comfort for dress or business
original shape
and fit.
*Black and brawn
'Size' Vs to 12.

•Goodyear welts help retain
•

BREATH TAKING'ISLAND
ATMOSPHERE' AND SO

jj

MW

Gingham Plaid, Stretch
Fabrics In Lovely Pastel
Shades.
Sher, fl to

99 OS, All Cotton Brown Jersey Gloves With
Matching Knit Wrist.
•Illiours. Cadets, Boys and Women's Sizes

I.

20 GAL GALVANIZE:1)

Shop The Dollar General Store Nearest You

4

AVON

Head
Fu ad Scarves

Garbage Can

• 41.

Farah*. —Tim
Caw', Beerh R.-.ors, rah
Get ?aqui white soul trod, Si., in
•a•pied setting right an ilso
Gulf tirf Wean.. Here you Kin
hal,you own **twin
Ilestae, enomplor with Pastier,' .
or Pat,
pis aerie Lanai Senor
t•4101
Intr
eiL
sio .• all scull
, Owl full ho..! iert •••.
Poe your 4ois — orinuovireg
era. pistil. s' sun.
soo•
TENNIS
N.
'N.
5.4serser Patio Resairram
Sorfisit Coelornil Lestinge ... longboat Key Country
Pewine end tostopreinewir. Ci Lib 18-Hole Champion.
ship Golf Course-1½
R AI.V.
F45111,11'
minutes from your door.
ALL FEAR WO SI).
Write for Ii
pturg, Gulf of Mexico lirlve, P.O. Ro 3944

Tr.

f'lea•e Notice The Surprising Variety We Otte
Al This Ridiculously Low Price - Scrub Denim

•1

.
;

- IMODONITO — A
latkse Front
at OW Ineth
MIS pssra through
▪ MC headgear, on gnarl
WNW the Sritiek, following klikeoirer of the town of
ow Shawl, some 15 miles
twos Aden. His face is( ered to pre;en t recog n:ti,
by British authorities hr
Atoned is a belie for attacks
on Brills& forces.

•

plus
heathertoned
solids.

•Valnes
(It $2.18
And Up

4
4eiresitsigr's

•All the 411,
1
new
novelties

ROWN
Ladies' CAPRIS JERSGLOV
BET ES

Mich Fun!

1
rearms,

1

Ladies' Sizes
8-18

BLANKETS

PULLOVERS

IIIJECTRI( AL NEEDS . . .

Caadigaes

Washable,
'ionallergenic
•Turquoise,
pink, blue,
tan.

Boys' Sizes 10 to 16

•

'The fabric is surprisingly
soft and comfortable.
'The jeans are slim cut for
stylish good looks.
*Color selection includes
blue, beige, and maroon.

many fancy patterns.

-

POR Tfll VERY REST SERVICE IN ALL YOUR

JEANS

100'l orkm acrylic, mohair and
Australian kunles wool. INIM. mance, camel sold dudes.

'American made for the
rugged American male.

worti a slurt If you're willing
and eager, there's a -pair it
hands" job waiting for you.
Cheek The Ails
Check the ads la your MFRSpaper and the likings under
-temporary' ha the classified
telephone direbtory for agencies — there an a surprising
number of them—that handle
temporary jobs
Virtually
none of them
charges a fee for placing you
In a job. Rather, the employer
who is frantic for your help,
picks up the tab.
The best advice of all, says
Bob Cote, is "Deal panic"
You may feel friglaAnerl and
apprehensive it you've been
out of the job picture for a
long time but *gamy interviewers are trained to put you
at we became the truth of
the matter is that they need
TOD?

SCRUB DENIM

at almalt het their original price-

•10000 cotton sweat shirt in crow
neck styles.

"pair it Isar. is jobs 7,-.eve
lacks!, filing, receptionist
week,
procd-readow.laireatary-listisig sad 611MoantitUng.
*Too never know what Mad
of calls you'll get for temporary help" he said. "One it
our ladies did a 'fat managing a store. Another gal worked for a nevrspaper columnist,
answering his mail and phone
calls from esiebrities."
A LAMP Perla*
If the thought of • temporary job appeals. lush up on
sour old skills. Practice taking down radio or TV meeches
in short/toad. Or let your husband dictate--hell lave it
Borrow an electric typewriter - - it won't run away
with you and in a couple of
hours you'll have the touch.
Even ff you don't have a
specific skill. give the job

Ladies', Boys' and Men's

it

alight irraguiers mid tift quality
il
)
l closeouts ma we present rem uo s

• SWEAT
SHIRTS
WAWA Sousa Oliver took temporary jobs while neatring to get foothold, now uses temporary tiep for fen mall

ORES

.

_.

ISM

MEET WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 13 - 7 P.M.

ear

DAY IS DOLLAR DAY AT DOI Aft'..4.J4

1

Mixed Doubles

DOLLAR GENERAL

HELP WANTED: Woman needed to work one, two,
three, four or five days a
week—every week or any
week. Pick your time and
wall place you!

Ne this the Idol of aa ad
perm dreamed of fleding.?
Moho for It Met Batt
akar but the real McCoy., Ouch
are est wily amain.
rre reedy awl waiting libr
asembetilp—anake
Irsehms
The teseparary job field
and it's made to order for
women wke mat give flve
days a week to a jab—is ever
expisilleg
twfweinsy peristamed agnialas
esestfttly
on the Issimil for wiling
workers.
Oft seek iipmery, Brown s
whit* hes =elm offices se Los
Angeles and New Tort 80 is
opening 4884thort toMom
across the esaistry, makes a
point of reesalibe homemakers who have Isma away from
the working wed. for 10, 15
sir morn years.
their adlellren are
grou-ii.- says, alb Cole, vierpresident. -th• mad to stay is
the house all dap and every
day is etrtu
L They don't
went a regular job became
there are still housrabold tasks
to tackle and • husbanl to
care for. A temporary job is
the ides' solution"
Vas**, Of Jells
elnAt kind of John ars available? There are sidled piss
for stenographer& tYPt•ts•
book keepers, switekbeara operators And, gays Mr. Cale. if
the shill is rusty deal let it
bother you. With a Mlle practice - Brown's has a pracbce
room it win all come bask.
Them are Mao whet he calls

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT

size. Lovely large floral
prin.s-dainty patterns.
Also your favorite
solid shades.

Made of strong, durable galvanized metal for long lasting use.

rut!

DOI LAR DAY A T. DoLLAR GENE)
it STORES- --WIER* DAY, IS DOLLAR DAY.Al DOLLAR GENERAL STORES 'EVERY'DA Y IS DOI 1 A

4.;7:cia°A7 SARASO1A, FLORIDA
St

''''''•••=ammEmfl•
/A

."••,111111111111.10•111....•
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

&N'TIQUE AUCTION Sale, Saturanswered these questions, but how
day, September 16, 1937. Sale Mils
come this was necesemp?
at 10 o'clock rain or shine,
A - Veterans records are all
Geobel Moody Farm. Out of MurS
in the VA by claim number.
ray on Highway 121 to Locust
you do not include this in
Grove road, follow signs. 114 miles
from Murray. Furniture: 2 walnut
Q - I have a rather large your crtinal correspondence. VA
Jenny Linn beds ,or Spool); mat- dividend accumulation on dented has no way of identifying you.
ching walnut bed table; 1 walnut with the Insurance Service. May There are many veterans with the
pie sa.fe, put togther with pegs; 1 I withdraw only a part of the same name. In the future, include your full name and claim
total amount?
tin door pie safe; 1 telephone;
number. or if you don't :eon:ober
cecia.r bucket; 1 small cherry table
A - Yes_ You may withdraw all your claim number, include your
WANDA WYATT,
DELIVERY AND STOCK boy. Ap- NEW AND USED Musical Sale! with one drawer, 1 cherry oblong
NOTICE
or any part of the accumulated servine serial number, in corServices
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and Brenda Anderson are
now'
ply in person at Os-ens
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CHAPTER 17
prime agent capable of swingconsiderably sooner than X date
c•TARK m •0 t • minimizing , log Important
weight against at Y o'clock, of
course,' Stark
gesture. "Coogan is a bubble
nodded.
need That's why I think your.
"Sure. But remember? 1 said
"Of Course. A date at B
wrong, suspecting him It takes razzle-dazzle, All
Coogan is try- o'clock being something
known
• cool onion to be a Sortet fink ing to do is muddy
the water only to me. Not even you.
And
in • cape like we have here. Thursday's hut stirring
rod, when I finally give you the go.
Coogan just ain't up to IL"
that's all."
ahead and you loot the real
"And I think you're wrong,
Stark was watching the kids safe, we
get the real list And
Stark. Coogan's no klota"
closely. •'You're overlooking a Coogan's
name will be on IL"
"Let's keep an open mind on key question, my friend.
What's
"And being on it, he'll be
Use point, shall we? Meanwhile, Coogan, motive in
all this branded a Soviet agent."
why do you suspect him? If I echmeer 7"
"Isn't It a shame, though?"
may ask and all that."
-Motive?"
Stark 'looped, plucked a
"He cloth protest too munt.
"Coogan is rich. He can walk
wildflower, and began to play
He's very loud about how much Into any club In the
U K of A. she loves
me, she loves me not.
he despises the Communists. I Why would he play
footsies When the
last petal had flutbegan to wonder why he made with lowbrows like the
Reds?" tered to
the ground he tossed
so many speeches along Moss
I snorted. "One of the richest
the stem into the lake and said,
lines, and the more I wondered fat-cat industrialists in the
U.S. "You're awfully
sure of yourthe more I felt he was laying,-of A. is also one of
the most self. What
if Coogan isn't on
himself • cover or Rome kind. rabid champions of Soviet
RIMthe real payroll? I mean, he
Who else is in a better position ma to be found anywhere.
He might not be
the guy, you know.
to keep the Ivans posted? I even buys journalists
all-ex- It could be
somebody else."
keep asking myself." After a pense tours of Moscow
Just so
I
sighed.
"No, Stark. I know
pause, I added, "And then they might write nice
articles men. There
isn't anybody else
there's the little matter of about our enlightened
brethren In our outfit
who qualifies as •
Thursday."
to the east If a self-made tySoviet
peeper.
It's Coos in, sure
'You mean out at Popeye?" coon like that can get all
drool- enough."
"Mm. You said you don't ly over Mother Russia, so
can
trust him because he asks aro Coogan."
"An right, if you say so. 1
many questions." '
"Yeah. But I say again: don't care one way or the other.
The
main thing is to find out
"Well, what about him?"
what', his motive?"
I watched the kids try to
"I thought you were a pro, who It is, no matter who it Is"
"Spoken like a good soldier
dunk Mr. Feigenheimer, the life Stark. A pro would are the
moand a true patriot."
guard. They did, and he carne tive right away. Kicks,
that's
• • •
up ruby-faced. "Coogan." I said, his motive. Kick,. Some
rich
A Sunday In Germany is like
"is trying the old razzle-dazzle boys chase girls, some
gamble,
He realises he might ultimately some lush It up, some shoplift. a Sunday in the States-anybe suspected and so he has to Coogan rata on his contrary. body who has accerd to an automobile gets onto the highways
set up a diversion, to throw Ma- What bigger kick is there?"
pleton on pomebody else.
Stark hunched a shoulder. for a rousing game of watch"So out at Popeye hi Thurs- 'Thank you. Dr. Freud. So how where- you're -going - you - studay, who ham a compulsive need about ..another little matter? pid -Jerk. Consequently, I usually
to ask questions because he's Coogan must know you plan. to made It a point to restrict my
Sunday driving to necessary
lonely and bore d. So Coogan hock the KGB payrolL So
won't
rends out Benny Lohmeler, a he tell his Russian bowies? business - otherwise devoting
nice, well-meaning little nut, to Won't there be a reception the day to recompoinire in the
form of a solitary pajama party,
watch Thursday. Benny gets party waiting when I stroll
Into a dip into
a drink and book now
nerveus, naturally, and reports the Kurhotel?"
and then, and maybe a twilight
Thursday's suspicious actions.
"I don't think so."
aro"
to
the
Old Town for slipThese reports are circulated at
"Why?"
headquarters and Coogan'. di"Because I Inivenst told him per.
But
this
Sunday,
due perhaps
version is thus established."
what we're going to do. He has
to the softly beaming weather
"Yeah, but there's the ques- no idea we plan to invade Bad
and an exceptionally heavy cane
tion of credibility." Stark Hell. But even if he were to
of the- lonelles, I'd found the
croaked "Who at headquarters tumble to this, we're covered."
apartment oppressive, the
-What do you mean?"
will ever believe Thursday Is
'Let's consider it this way," drinks tasteless, and the FM smart enough to be a Soviet
thorn smug. 9o, chucking the
agent? Benides, Thuniclay's too I said. "So by some chance Coopajamas, I'd dolled up and
far removed from sensitive gan tumbles to us and tells
sought out the handiest and
emblem to make a likely patsy. Caesart He says, 'General,
least demanding of therapiesThe Soviets use a lot of jerks Mark will loot your office safe
Tri
on thetr informant chains, and on X date at Y o'clock.' Only
Thiarsday could probably be Stark actually loots the cellar
Trims knows more than she
parsed off as one of these. But nate on A date at B o'clock.'
Is telling.
relibody'd ever take him for a
"A date at B o'clock being (To Be
('nefisesawl Tomorrow)
From the morel published by R. P. Dutton
Co. CoPYrIebt
19E. by Jack D. Hunter.
Distributed by Sins natured Syndicate.
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THE • LABEL ON YOUR
HAMMOCK SAYS THAT
THE GUARANTEE -

-- EXPIRES) ---- TODAY

PO • -All
venrood
UMW Otolore 19•••••• Yr.

SCHMIDT,WE HAVE COME TO
A VERDICT. YOU, WHO SERVED IN A
CONCENTRATION CAMP THAT DESTROyED
'THOUSANDS OF HUMAN BEINGS
6ENSELESSLY AND BRUTALLY...
YOU, WHO COULD HAVE
STOOD BY AND SILENTLY
ASSENTED 'TO THIS
MONSTROUS
BARBARISM...
DR. Sr:MANN

&VA

WC,b-rS

...DID NOT SILENTLY
ASSENT. YOU TRIED TO THE
BEST OF YOUR STRENGTH
AND ABILITY,-

...-rn -IF NoT STEM TNE
OF MURDER To
HELP -THOSE WHO WERE
ITS VICTIMS,.

TIDE

Pn-a

YOU WEASEL!!
YOU SNAKE!!
YOU LOOSE.!'

MUCH AS I AM
HENLJOYING THIS
CONWERSATION,
BECAUSE YOUR
BREATH IS LIKE
STINVA MITT---

-I GOT TO
WHAT
GO PASS
OTHER
SENTENCE
KIK1D
OKI A
HAVE
COLD-BLOODED WE GOT?

I'D LIKE TO
WATCH. CAN
I SIT ON THE
BENCH WITH
YOU ?

ONLY IF I Sri ON
YOUR LAP!? I'LL
BET IT'S WARM
AS TOAST!!

CRIMINAL!'

A
SLOB50V I fr.w4

TRIAL!
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•••••seema•••••"---die
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One of US Works for THEM
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Bob Gibson Single Knocks Out Starting
Pitcheit Cat-cis- Win 6-0lait Night Home
By NITO STVLINO
UPI Sports Weiser
Bob Otheon's leg was broken
tiara year but Ina heart is pia( as
Along as
Garen. normally the ace it the
f3L Lotus Carcitnel prun-rw staff.
aittend • broker. Icy; or.
15
but he's still Orr., rm.thed
be in
top farm and reeoy for the opening game lealko anent
Worid
Serra

MURRAY ,
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Red Sox's Jim Lonborg Is Man
Who Likes To Figure Points

READ THE LEDGER'S CLASSIFIEDS
-The pressesare aboutto roll

um. Rimed edgral Chicago 5-4 Ni
By MUM DOWN
moues off de pace when they
12 imams, Cinediaill zapped PulaUPI Sparta Writer
were beaten by the Cleveland I.
burgh 16-7. Aganta egged New
Jim Lonuorg's four-eoint plan dans 13 and 7-1. 'The New Yol
AWL 4.3 andSea Platteins beat
for moons In bimetal' is to far Yankees and California
AneeLs
tea fellPlat "did at schedule that all the epht 2-1 dentaions in a durbleheedDs ibe OW Amadei Lague
Rade Red Sax may be rich with- er that rounded out AL action
mid Radii amened kin • tie for
In dud weeks.
III the Niitionel League, Ea. Louis
Ord place wag tanned^ la beatAmerican League
The 6-foot, 6-kenh rig/Wunder% welltiond Phindelphis 6-0, and San
ing 10inne
3-1 dile Mimeplan cans far 1 wiacoas 30 goers Pianden deeadad Lm Angeles 4-70
W. L. PeL
Misr lid to Weabinittoo Size. De=
in a season, 2 pitching in øn Ail- Okeennell bombed Pittabungh 15-7,
113 83 NM —
trots beat Haltanare 6.4, Californ- Mionesota
Star game. 3 pitching a no/Wier Mend nipped New York 4-3 and
8080 AB —
ia awed New Tut 3-1 In 10 too- Bolen
and 4 appearing in a World Series. Hawke edged out Ctelabit0
344 562 1
tows and lout 2-1 and Clembed Deleon
At 33 Lonhorg Is well on di Wee
90 86 548 3
Inelsong, who Joined Karl Virlkon
It was Gin. desit tztv and
Mango
swept two tram faettadieg
tas guale—end he bales et the lagers se • 30-game. Meld
74 '10
614
Monism with )114 two dILYJ reat.
ClallIkgeus
flve hits cago 4-3 and 7-1.
Nut
Up
Ciall°11 gave
the Red Elm right ailing eilb
476 13
00 'Ts
GUI eight batters. His 21taeason
who deg an to beat the Yankees during his tenure but two of them
Pete Rose and To
peed eigge. WeilMserton
The Red Sox' only men)
7.5 In the final game of the Wel were Ni the several irrUng and bined fur a
40 14
di 78
, rebebie bild
ong 40 short at die dub
total d ex Idln Wed Obeeland
444 18 ,Larting Wisher during their bet- Id set by Hall at Posner Elmo64 80
World Series.to glve the Clarygnals Scisciervileret then called an Larry drove in eight runs
liefelmore
as the High
fur the American League pen- key Joe Wood in 1912.
QS 19
Jaeger to complete the shutnut
64 82
their last world e.hangeonship
outskgged the Prates. The 'Reds' Neer Tort
nant, Lonborg achieved the first
Pitcher Scores Two
50 Si .410 33
Kama Cloy
23
Included
Ws
Rose's
LI=
NAM
Gibson aim angled during •
"I had • genniftment to his
311-Noto17 season of his dwee-year
Tuesday's Itestetts
Pitcher Prank liertame's timPtroons
and
15th.
heart." the late Mind Keane. doer-et= Odd Mold to bat in
Rusty Staub singled in Sonny California 2 New Tore 1, let, twl- career niesday night when he beat ed single in a three-run amendShea the Cardnel monster. said • a ala and kited ad Pleakadelptila
do Menem City Addetsca 3-1 He inning rally and Peed Howard's
nage., 12 una.
Jackson
Ii the Lad web one out
at the Ume to explota why be illegesr and rem Rick Wise.
I as the Ades edged the
New Yong 2 Goldoni& 1, Bed.1 dant pitched a whaler but he 34th Winer of the season were the
ciges.
wed sii de say wilt °Bac. ' lImialteee to the Nallan91 Lee.
was them on the AL ARtear big Wows for the Senators. The
night
Atlanta scored two runs In the
staff buit July-although Twins collected 12 hits, including
deft to beat the Mete with Joe Cleveland 4 Chicago 3, 1st, 9e4.1 *deft
he did notpItaLi in the game—and four by Cour Thew and two each
night
Tbrre Angler In the winning nin.
C3eveiand 7 Chang° 1. 2nd. nritit he is 86 kid* Mee Med now to by Ted Uhrender, Rich Rollins
Ark Fisher took the In
although
make So WWII &des
and Zed° Versant% bist hit into
Roston 3 Kamm. City 1, night
Run Taylor gave up the
decking
two double pays and loft nine
Vinatunglion Slannemen 4. night
hrt.
Telma
Tie
rumen an bane.
Detroit 6 Mindoro 46 night
Ray Swiecti pitched •
nee
vidoesi--in
Lonbore
NINO
Al Laden two-run aleth-loning
Today's Peddle Faders
ter a.as the thaws edged de Dods.
°edam& Clark 11-10 at Nev tripled bole Vie Ilibewdzine run !doer mapped • 4-4 tie and cer— TO
ens. The Giants gin three runs in
In the deb& leeing—lgebied the
ri•d the Tigers to their victory
the fourth to beat Dcei Sutton A Mak, Herber 9-16
Red Skis le More Mb • first- over the
Baltimore, Richest 9-14 at DrOrioles The Tigers had
ninaeoring Angie by Jim Hart,
piece
to
ellb
illinneacta
ttr
Wins
Ued the mare on RBI Predates
606111. Lonch 10-12
011ie Brown's sametice f117
who
suffered
a
5-4
lows
to the two-nin single In the DM
end • Climetiand. Siebert 8-11 at Miafter
nia.morlog single by Hob &hivedWashington Senators.
the Odds buld1 an wily lead with
meo. Peters 16.9
1206 Male Street - Murray, Ey.
▪ Ifighleghted the fourth.
The Detroit lers are one geme Vast help at homers by Luis ApartBands Cety, Rodrigues 1.0 at
belund the leaders after a 6.4 do and Dave Jahnion.
Elteiiherman 3-0.
11 INNER OF THE
Reliever Bub Allen to
Silkanesiota, Kam 1213 at Wad- Win over the Begimere Odds
Inge PIE11 POUND
out
1\restley night teL the tourd-dem 7tenmy BiloCnew and Mime Oast
logion. Ortega 11-11.
Research by the University of
Cliicago White lid deggped three any with Igo Oleg de ea agenind
Thursday's Games
Kentucky shows there are dud
teas In S. glebes ibis"ID
Pm'
two aulban seed In ane pound Sada City at. Wadungton
Seele esa
Sin Pranced 4 Leo Angellea
fleetaelesicCleveland at Mimeo, night
TO
-Billagraes-seed. dicekaler-Ileirikrameekteerthe
-Mile -pane
- seheWled3
eras seed true attar
dame and
Ciewelend mew of So BB*
Teday's !Tenable Pitchers
,Om
other countrles has from 300,000
with
a tour.tatime embeilletted eels
New Tort, Seaver 13-12 at Atto 900000 fence seeds per pound
nine atrikeouta.
516 So. 7th _ Murray. lty.
lanta. Jervis 14-7.
Nadeal League
than mat grown in Kentisoky.
Phieburgh. Sisk 11-12 at CinWinner ef the
I - r°t- GB *NM& Queen 13.4
17- ,
KIENTKCXY ANIMALS
St. Laub
01
SN PThanion. McCormick tits
PARKS AND SAILVIS
Elim Prance=
10 66 562
'et Lee neseita, owe= 15-15
The Stage Cisme Farm. two dire
So 66 548 U
Kentud7 boa 36 Stare Parks Cliaeinni"
Pidledelgles. L. Jadson U-23 I west of Frankfort on VA. N.
and armee rweive of them see
79 70 .530 16.% at S. Was. Hughes 14.6.
I. a moo for adman nein* le
71 ea .617
complete sanulan worts A de- •"`""imomm,....__,._
Thursday's Games
fteducky It is operated by the
73 71 .607 17
tilde ego. there were 21, anty five
New Yore at Ailed. night
Sale Deparunent of Fah and
PIUshu
Irgiti
72 74 .493 lb
with rend lodges.
.0nly genie scheduled,
WIkflUe Rescances.
Its Angeles
06 79 .461
Houton
59
.401 33%
New Tart
at IS 315 76
Feel
lbe Cardinal manager. gads hinwelf again
mating a oammattnent to 011arellt
heart as the (birdies& walks to
the pennent
Geed Recovery
Schoendlenst pive Oilman hie
second start erre he came at7
the gobbled Int Sept 4 and he
nenzenied---Tuarlay reed by gee
ing 6 1-3 innings to lead the
Cards to a 6-0 needy over the
Plailadeephui Mathes

•

•

Congratulations
—

MR. 0. W. HARRISON

BELTONE HEARING AID
itai
MRS.LARRY FIEENERE

•

for the new directory
Time's running out for changes or additions in listings and
Yellow.Pages ads! So call our BusinessOffice now.
Additional business of family listings

cast just a Ella-

Are you advertising lithe Yellow Pages'—the world's most
convenient shopping center! Customers look there first ke
oarries, addresses, facts, products and services.

as

PORTABLE TV

We wish to Congratulate the winners
and wish Mr. Harrison many, many
happy years of hearing pleasure.

Beltone Hearing Service
P i1/1( ill

KY.

Theaday's Seeds
Atlanta 4 New York 3, Mitt
Cincirind 15 Pitahingh 7 wet
Houston 5 Chicago 4, den, 12
knew
8t. Lade
Plieladeletbis e, mad

WELCOME :

Everything's there

in black & yellow

Southern Bell

Last year,
over a quarter million owners
ofother low-price cars
• were won over to Plymouth.
It started a movement,a momentum,
a beat.'

•

•

And the Plymouth vkin-you-over beat goes on.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

s.
•ne issa *irnoult, Fury.
It still looks k ng and low and
wide. Culv richt r. And much
mcre. hessatiloi.
And the teat lots on.

From

Inside;
options don't have
that 'added On' look.
Tl•ic Ado-Pilot is on the turn
Signal laves.
Ao zand.tioncina outlets are
c. I I of Cs ineiniment panel
And the teat goes on pp

6

Plymouth Fury has the biggest
brakes in its
And the biggest trunk
Its also the heaviest
And the most solid.
And the beat goes on pp

4

ENIX INTERIORS
Northside Shopping Center
This is the 1968 GTX.
C-.e in a whole new 11,14 Of
ii d size Cara for 68 (TX, Sport
Sateeite. Satellite, Beliedirre,
Read Runner.
We ce given them all new
Sty rig for h8
And the heal goes or

FURNITURE OF DISTINCTION ... CARPET ... DRAPERY

Wei made our 2-done sed Me look
oke nardtops.
And we created* new tow-cost,
Inpleperformarce .23r calledltie
Road Runner.
Its horn goes "Seep-Seep! •
And the heat goes on. pp

PROFFSSIONAL INTERIOR DECORATOR SERVICE

Then, ire 64 new Plymouths
for 'fit
Fult-nt
mid-size, soon* tart
wago
and compacts.
We could build a car a mieut•
for an ,ntire year And never
build Iwo ezattly
And the beat goes on 501

Beginning This Week
OPEN EVENINGS

411.

Plymouth ---

Each Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Til 9:00 O'clock
for the Shopping Con venience of the Public

See your Plymouth Dealer-where the beat goes on:

Hours Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday ___ 8:00 to
5:00 p.m.

Taylor Motors Inc.
303 South Fourth St.

0

Murray, Kentucky
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•

THE

967

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . •

L
North Murray Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs.lb /let Dunn

Innate 753-1917 Or 753-4947

progrsern

ocial
't,alendar

4 •••
Personals

LEDGER

&

TIMES

—

111U1KINT, KENTUCKY

Mrs. Earl Lee Is
Hostess For Meet
Mrs. Han Lee opened her home
for the meeting of the executsve
board of the Women's MiegionarY
Society of the EMI Grove Mona
Church held on Tuesday evening.
The call to prayer and scriPthre
reading from Luke 3:3-14 were given by Mo. Hilda Maupin. Mrs.
Harry Shekel led the opening
Prayer.
The president, Mrs Lee, piedad at the meeting. The treasurer's
report a-as by Mrs ShekeU and
the report on the Girls AuxillarY
was given by Mrs. Charles Henry.
Mrs. W. A. Farmer disoussed
the general meeting.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Lee.

Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Goodwin
The North Murray Homemakof Artesia, N, M., are the gooks
ers Club met in the lovely home
of ha aunts, Mn. Witibuna ParWedneeday,September 13
of Mrs Hallett Dunn on Kirkris and Mrs. Carney Andrus, and
The
Ruth
Wilson
Circle
of
the
wood Dd
. ve on Friday, September
their families.
Church
WSCS
will
Pint
Methodist
•• •
•8, at one-thirty o'clock in the at
Mrs
Joe
Ryan
Cooper,
meet
...
with
ternoon.
Mrs. Wilhelm Morris Winch of
411
Street,
at
7:30
10th
North
Mrs. Fred Gingko presented the
Murray Route Five hoe been &sENDER ANOTHER NAME
lesson on the albteot, "Survived p. in.
moked from the Westehi Haptibt
-o-••
Owensboro., on the Ohio River,
After Fallout". She was abased
Huspual, Paducah.
The Harris Grove Homemakers
was once known as Yellow Hanka,
•••
by Mrs Barletta Wnither, area
(dub will meet-di ithe home of
agent, who ahosved a fikn.
Mrs. Virgia M. Tress of KirkThe cievotiotail thoughts bused Ma. Alfred Tailor at one .p. in. say Route One has been a patient
•••
on -Humility" were &nen by lars.•
at the Western Hiptist Humital,
The Murray Woman's Glob will
B. J. Hotfinan who- read bee scripgeneral meeting at the
ho.d
its
ture from
21-6.
•• •
• Mrs. John Workman, president, dub house it Mx p.m. Please make
wended at the meant*. The lewd- resiervataane w•th the department
Recent guests of Mr. and Ws.
eta were sasigned to go for the theirmen by Saturday
Shea of the Center Ridge
Francis
• ••
dams each month in 19511.
°thin Sites on Kentucky Lake
The
Arta
and
Crafts
Club
will
The homentukars von have a field
have been Mr. and Mrs. John
telp tO ihs land Him= the lakes meet at the home of Mrs. Burie
Kearns of Massapequa, N. Y., Mr.
Cooper
at
2:30
p.
on eisliiiralar 71. This will be
and Mrs. Gregory HYde of Neal• ••
node by bile and w
take the
Tenn., Gecrge R. Wilson Jr.,
The New Concord thsnemekers vile,
'Pace of the atinual day =aft
of Louisville, and Mr. and
(dub
ME
meet
at
the
Murray10d at the Woman's (nub Mild
Charles Meadoes of Caltannaga,
1. the Calloway Osanty Home- Oalloway elliinty Library ILL one
Tenn
It.
m.
makers Club.
• ••
✓
Baim will be made and filled by
Wittnettp Iletaliblestand Girt
the members of the horraenakere
Smuts MR meet at'the scout eaten
ciutis to be sent to Vietnam
The motion was made and sec- at rune a. in.
•••
onded for the sum officersto
The Olga Hampton WMU of the
be reelected for the comma
Year.
Hakim Spring
Baptist Churdh
Members answered the roll
by
Mil meet at the Minds at 7:30
nonong her surst mistake.
Itedireetan-ne--atem-asevetti tet
er••
hiletess to the nine members end
The Rho Own Battling Church
vatioss, Mrs. Wrather and
liks. R. O. liniDaniel, county pre,- WId* wall meet at the church at
1:30 p. in. with Mrs" Alfred Keel
tang.
The OcLaber lath nastiog wtH to charge of the program.
•••
be bele at 1.30 p. in. at the beam
The Hazel Baptise Chinch WNES
of Mrs. Fred Gingko, Padded
will meet at the church armee at
Avenue.
1:30 p. in
•••

444
•
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1 Support
'Better Scouting

you don't really mind taking it— I UGH'!' MOTHER: When a 20no matter what you say.
year-old daughter arranges to have
•••
her mall rent to her in care of a
DEAR -ABBY: I wonder just friend's home because she doesn't
how Many people Wrote in to tell loud her own mother, it's more of
you that your flpugsh was hainta- a reflection on the mother than
I ful. But why did you reply in the daughter.
• ••
Spanish to a reader who wrote to
you train Hissil?
Troubled? Write to Abby, Rex
Id Shall they speak
e, .69700. Los Angeles, Cal., 90069. For
hot Spanish. /f it makes you feel
a personal reply, ins-lose a stampany better, 99 out of 100 Amex ed, self-addressed envelope.
Scans make the game mistake
•••
BORN IN BRAZIL
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to
DEAR BORN: I quit counting
0700, Los Angeles, Cal.,
after 1,000. Believe it or not. I 'Y. Box
for Abby's booklet, "How to
actually knew better. I just goofWrite Letters for All Occasions."
-td. Color me pink.
• • •
•
•
•

Simple Thank You
Would Be Eno
By Abigail 1/an Buren

DEAR ABBY. I am a girl in doing these errands as It gives
my early twenties a no works in me 64-ant-thing to do,
an .ffice with several older woWhen I get back to the office
men
I always find motley on my desk
The other women carry their for havaig done Use. errands.
lunches and eat them at their Abby, I an net Mks &duns their
desks. I prefer to go out for kinch motley, but they in. How cam I
-can the have my way about dm? I have
every day 1,0 get away ti
off.ce Orr a change of soenery. I even gone so far as to say that
don't do anythusg special. I just in the future I all not do their
mutt around for the therms and extends for them if they instet on
paying me, but when I come back,
wincloa shop
there is always money on my
My problem is that several of desk. What should I do? Sign me
the women in the office ask ine to
"ERRAND GIRL"
Sty at the department More,
Which is just around the corner,
DEAR GIRL: If you continue to
or the drug store, next diddr, to accept the money — too under
pick up wimetrung for talem. It's the strongest verbal protest —
no trouble for me, and I enjoy they have a right to ioeerme that

DEAR ABLY: We live in a very
newlthorkiood. and our pro•
blem n an extremely well-to-do
ahci influential family StIO, on
very warm clays, permits their two
Pre-solkoctl* children to PlaY in
then' bseltYaril absoalielY nude and
an Iu-1 view of the public.
Whin, should we do? They are
ass, the kind of neighbors who
would accept, entice:an kindly'. We
are

CONCERNED AND DISGCSTET,
DEau C AND Di Advise your
local police department of your
concerti — not your disgust They
should in torn apprise the parents
of the risks involved when young
children are exposed in this mannee.
• • •

CONFIDENTIAL

PLANT
TREES
Prevent Prtragt Faro.

DIS flit-

4it

RIP?

on

TO

GROW A
PULPMILL

.443.1f17

ON SALE THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14111

•

"ftliaimw

TWO TREMENDOUS FABRIC BUY21

• ••

2000 YARDS REG. 980 to $1.29 FIRST QUALITY

Bridal Shower Held
For Bride-elect At
• Community Center

Tbandar. lisplember12
The wed ads Homemakers Chat
will toga at
home of Mrs.
Haman Robinson at 12 30 p. in.
All members please be present as
Men Brandt Jones. meta
beide °Mears will be dected.
of. Mete Charlton, vois ounplinvent
• ••
ed before her wedding with a kitThe atmth Murray
Homemakers

=••••••••MI••••

via

ir

then enQuer °(1 MA4311117'
Club
meet at the home of
211
'
aeven 1).e
'
ltick in the elea. Mrs Harold Etererneyer,
North
log at the Community Center.
loth tweet. at 10 30 a. m.
'The charming hostesses for the .
•••
prenupttal occasion were Meet
The Elm Grave Baptaat Church
Donnie Hopliune, Cathy Hardt, and wus
will meet at Lime'
Plinitaipuoie
Creek
Sepust
Assembly at 10 a. in.
The honoree crease to wear for
• ••
the ocr_aleon a bow floral ten
The Find Baptist Church WalB
drama. Her mother, Mn Han Jones,
will meet at the Jonathan Creel
wore • broom printed crepe and
tor rizother.in-law to be Mrs Ho- Begilta Assembly at 10 a in.
• ••
mer Charlton, was atUred in •
The Olga Hampton WM1J of the
white lout
Miss Jones was presented a cor- Ilinking Springs Bootle( Church
will meet at the Jonathan Creek
sage designed ol a chnhoicith. ober
suring spcons. scrub ped. with red Beginst Aesembly at 10 a. m.

we

PIN-WALE CORDUROY

season! Full bolts, 36" to
Imagine, First Quality Pinwale Corduroy at the lowest price of thesensational
Corduroy Sale!
this
miss
Don't
45" wide in a full array of new Fall fashion colors.
*
*
*
*
*
*

First Quality, Full Bolts
Washable, Crease Resistant
18 New Fall Colors
36" to 45" Wide
Save up to 78e on Every Yard
Hurry, For Best Selection!

yd.

•••

and yellow ratilson The loathers
The Hazel Baptist Church Whal
tad comma of white dada.
will meet at the church annex at
The titoteeres gift to the hen1:30 p.
oree was a lase pleoe aet
•••
The
Parmerette
Hommakess
Herreahments of yellow punch,
Club will meet at the home at Mn
askew omits, and mate were servDon Huey at 130 p. in.
ed trona the tabie arks-need with a
•••
centerpiece at yellow snaddrida
The ICirtsey
Buiptlet
Cbuldh
grown arid arranged by Mrs Jam
%VMS ME meet at the thud% at
Wells Lasater.
730 p m for the week of prayer
TheritY live person were present
program.
of sent gilts.
•• •
4
•••
Grove ;36 of the Woodmen CIT.
de will have a dinner meeting at
the Wornan'e Club House at 6:30
p. in.
•••
The Harel Wonsans Club will
meet at the club 'roam at seven
Miss D4xmroli Joan Koykendall p tn.
• ••
became ae bride of Gene Darnell
The Dorothy Cliele of the PITO
y. September 8. at tenon Pr
Baptist Church Whet will meet
.thirty o' tat Ill t.11(' morning
Rev. J n Pippin. pastor of the at the home of Mrs Ralph Darnell
Slinking Sprits Baptise Church. at 1030 a m A potluck luncheon
performed the reromuily on the will be served
• ••
patio or the home of the bride's
'7'he Flint &spud Church Watfl '
parents.
meet atthe church at seven
The bride is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs ?sines Kintentbal of p in
• ••
Murray Route One, and-the Irrooln
Friday. September 13
Is the son of Mr-erld Ms. Virgil
The Oina Haltimoo WMS of the
Darnell of Mituray Route Two
Miss Glenda Dale nod Michael Sinking Springs Baptist Church
will meet at the church at 7.30
• Ovilhinore. both wit Puryear. Tenn
ivere the attendants for the bridal pm
•••
couple
The First Baptist, Church W3473
Prilowing the ceremony Creeep
tion wan held at the home arid will close the week of prayer at
at eraards the couple MR for a the church at 9 30 a m Mrs J.
weddinit trip to points• in Florida P Rogers win install the new of- ,
Mrs Darnell is a 1967 graduate ficers
• ••
of Calkesay County Hisik school
The Elm Grove Rennet Church
line' the F.../1 Beauty Firhool. She
Is employed by Edith's Beauty Shop ITMS will meet at the oftureh at
1:30 p in with hes Maudie Hale
• on the Lynn Grove Reid.
The groom, also a 1963 grilauste ih Maroc of the program
• ••
dif Calloway County High School.
The Hazel Rootlet Ctvireh Vi'eMS
Is employed at the larnell Body
will meet at the chum--h annex at
Shop on the Concord Road.
Mr. and Mrs Darnell are resid- 1.30 p in with Mrs Vivian Parris.
ing at their home north of Penny. prayer chairman, in charge of the

6

kuykendall-Darttell
H'eddi g Vows Read
In Hot e Ceremony

H.

win

•

,

•# #
• • • •••••••••

5000 YARDS IHULAR $2.95 TO $3.95 YARD

FIRST QUALITY - DACRON* & COTTON

QUILTED FARMS

ted Fabrics ... Ideal for Bedspreads. Robes or Sports-Sensational Special Purchase of Finest Quality Q1111
wear. ,d5"4, Dacron, 35"; Cotton Prints with 100% Dacron Quilting makes this fabric machine washable.
colors.
Over 5000 yards to choose from, 23 different patterns to choose from, 33 different patterns and
* 65
DACRON, 35•70 COTTON PRINTS
* :0.1% DACRON QUILTING 42" to 44" WIDE

* COMPLETELY MACHINE WASHABLE
* 23 DIFFERENT PATTERNS & COLORS
*POLYESTER

*

IDEAL FOR SPREADS, ROBES, SPORTSWEAR

yd.

REM//A//I
101/51"
204W. WASHINt.:0.s

•

MURRAY LOAN CO.

I' ',KIS. : 1

NESSEE

I

S.

MONEY HEADQUARTERS
S06
w Main Street

Phone 753-21121

•
A
wrImellmi••••••••••
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WEDNESDAY — SEF l'EMBEN. i3, 1967

pREclAutioN1
SAL
JIM ADAMS IGA WISHES TO THANK EVERYONE FOR MAK-

ING OUR 4th ANNIVERSARY SALE OUR MOST SUCCESSFUL.
We owe our appreciation to our good friends and customers in this

area for making our sale a success.

OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAY

ROUND

Prices in this ad good thru Tuesday, Sept. 19th, 1967
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

T-BONE

Ground beef

STEAK
LB. 49!
LB. 99c
BACON
iger
Braunschwe
,
39?b
59

STEAK
691

—

_

100% PURE BEEF

••

*

FIELD'S

FIELD'S

*

*

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

*

RUMP or TIP

WIENERS
Irk't 49t

ROAST
89°

IGA SNO-KREEM

HI-C -46-Oz. Cans
Orange-Grape or Orange-Pineapple

can
369E

99

ea

HOUSEHOLD

SPONGES
PI(O. OF 12
( Regular $1.10) 79(

BABY FOOD
WAR

FROSTY ACRES

POT PIES
Beef - Chicken - Turkey

DRESSING

2-Lb. Box with FREE 51 2-oz. SYRUP

Quart Jar

49,a

39c
31W
( a ng,

*

REGI'LAR SIZE

*

CRACKERS

192
CARROTS
One Pound Bag

4F°R $1.00

Ay

CAMPBELL'S

KELLY or KREY

CHICKEN NOODLE

Vienna Sausage

SOUP

5-0z. Cans

5cans$I

6
EVERYONE BE SURE TO
REGISTER FOR

YELLOW DELICIOUS

RUSSETT WHITE

APPLES

POTATOES
FREE
Portable TV
To Be Given Away
SATURDAY!
You Do Not Have To Be Present
To Win!!

lb
C

10-Lb. Bag

4-Lb. Bag

49c

39c

_LlAFIEMMOIMOPoutmosi-.
e!"1.1•..^

.4.110....NaillYMMUNIP:511“rag•AVAIIIIIPRefillif10111•1•010, "

Vs.

*

STIt MIX
15
911:): U
PIE C11

SURF DETERGENT

eipti,„

PILLSBL RY

IGA - 1-Lb. Box

6$1
CABBAGE

MIX
PORK & BEANS

3

*

SALAD

SHOWBOAT

*

MIRACLE WHIP

PANCAKE

SHORTENING

DRINK

*

AUNT JEMIMA

,

„

1'

•

IldsetadLa A lbed

AD Sound Itentnety Ocenmantly NewmpIDIP

The Only
Aftornoon Daily
In Murray And
Calloway Cogrity

Largest
Circulation
Beth In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our 28th Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, September 14, 1967
ir

Vol. LX.XXVIII No. 217

10* Per Copy

•
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PROPOSAL IS RELEASED BY CITY BOARD
e Herd

Grand Jury Spends Time '. .i:cFs:ig'r ,'v'telk3 r
Inspecting Dog Pound
Constructed By County

Final Action To Be Taken On
October 26;Report Is Favored

Tom Perdew Assumes
Duties In Mayfield

Past

37
I

g Seen & Heard Reports It Is Adequate If It

Does Not Become Overcrowded
_MURRAY_

Tan Pertiew, 20. * of Frankfort,
has assumed hie duties.as draftsSeveral oases have been heard in man at the Kentucky Department
the Calkeray County Court of of Commerce, Division of ComJudge Hell MoCuieton duris the munity Parinnia and Development,
past week Records show the fol- on West Broadway, Mayfield.
lowing occurred
As chief drartarnan. Perdew will
Jun Bryan, 113 South 13th be in than. of all drafting in
to
Street, cold checieng, amended
connection with the preparations
breach of peace. fined $60.00 outs of studies
Praised by the De$20.00, Sheriff Kelso,
partment of Commerce He ResumDen Ftay Rutland, Route One, ed his duties at the Mayfield ofArno, speeding, fined $10.00. cods' fice on July 1.
suspended, State Police 0. Turner.
Perdew. a graduate of Franklin
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FRESH MEATS

Green Beans 2 25c

Blackeye Peas 2 25c BACON

A Bible Thought For Today

2i 35c FRYERS lb.i 25c
3 cans 39c Pork Steak lb. 49c

SOUP

FASWEET

99c HAM 3 lbs. $2.69

Apple Butter

19c JOWL
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4.
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NOSTED POP TARTS-- -I9c

20 Years Ago This Week

Murray High turned on the'speed to win the first football
game of the Bassos over Franklin-Simpson 32-6 under the
4ight.s of the stadium in Murray
pars Dora Stubbleflekl. age 73, died at the home of her
daughter. Mrs Roy Craig in Hazel
rbester Engineers was employed by the City Council today,to make a detailed analysis and report on the extension:of the city water system Details were worked out by a
meccal session of the City Council called by Mayor George
Hart.

ilia& PIES
UPTON'S
DISH DINNERS -- 69`

MURRAY Driveiln Theatre
Bozo('ic e Opens
Show Starts

t%EssoN BU1TERY

11131 p.m.
7:30 pm.

14

2W

FLAVORED OIL -39"
For Lever's Dolls of The World
White Beans -- - 15c

07

- — pint
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This is the man
He makes no
with no name. Danger friends-a few enemies
fits him like a tight
a few dollars-and
black glove!
none of them last!

HMO
*

TODAY thru SATURDAY
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triggers trouble
-wherever

*

be goes:
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CHEESE PIX - -

Potatoes - - 2 is, 25
Onions
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3lbs. 250
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SORGHUM - -- gal.$1.59
Sunshine

HAIR SPRAY
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OPENING FRIDAY & SATURDAY
THE PACE SETTERS

L.

A SHOP FOR YOUNG MEN AND BOYS

3c

5c
9c

Ert

Pack

*fur

$9

9c

LP -GAS
CE
SER
I

19c

Ke gas

49
•

69°

CORPORATION
Makes a . . .
LIMITED TIME

Large 4 Room Automatic
•

15f

Ntirm Morning
Gas Heaters
With 500 Gallon
BULK TANK
Only . ..

pound

18
4

19'

s199.00
Completely Installed

•

Warm Morning
Gas Heaters
Give You Warm Floor Heat
at Lowest Cost

95f

49

YOU COULD BE A
TROPHY WINNER
IN OUR PUNT,
PASS & KICK
COMPETITION

Special Offer

39°

25

'1,;;;;N`
BOYS

4

mium.

••••••••••••••,01..•••••••••••••••-••••...

Kengas

FOR BOYS
8 THRU 13

First, second and third place le
each age group wins a handsome
all-metal trophy! So you've got a
great chance to win one for yourself and a good-looking PP&K
shoulder patch! And who knows?
You might also win a free trip to
an NFL game with dad ...even go
on the "Tour of Champions" to
Washington. D C., and the NFL
Pray-Off game in Miami, Florida,
with mom and dad! Just enter the
Punt, Pass & Kick Competition, lea
absolutely free - and what turd
Bring dad or mom or your legal
guardian and register. Get FREE
when you register a booklet written by NFL stars giving tips on
punting, passing and place-kicking... and an attractive PP&K pint
Don't miss out! Get in on the fun!

All sizes for boys, 6 through 20. We have
regular, husky, slims. Young men sizes 36 on up.-AM
ALL TOP NAME BRANDS
•••••..

Register for

FREE GIFTS
Friday and Saturday
* 1st Prize: Fall Sport Coat
* 2nd Prize: Pair Trousers
* 3rd Prize: Nice Shirt
All You Do Is Register!

WE INVITE THX-PUBLIC TO VISIT THE PACE SETTERS
On'-the Second Floor of the

IMMIIL 7

CORN - AUSTIN CO.

REGISTRATION CLOSES ON
OCTOBER 6... ENTER NOW!

CORPORATION
753-1823

oweenleeelleriorrVelre

Corn-Austin is pleased to bring this complete
shop for young men and boys to Murray. It's
convenient . . on our second floor.

IT'S FREE

PARKER MOTORS •
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1411DP FOR QUALITY AT CiU

RIMmoe 753-1917 or 753-4947
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Calendar

qocial
Seatmbar 12
'Me Wart Moe litawmakers ChM
we meet • Its home of Mrs.
Hamm Roberienn at 12:30 p. m.
Ttaareihry.

Ali asembers ptease be present as
oelioves will be elected.
•••

The Bouth Murray BOIDOMMOre
Club will meat at the home of
Mrs Harold liheremeyer, MO North
litith Street. at. 10.30 a. in.
• ••

'Appearance' Fine
Character Index

PURE PORK - Storemade. Bulk

1ARMOUR STAR - FRESH DRESSED

FIELD'S SLICED - 1-Lb. Pkg.

BRISKET

591HENS lb. 35c113eef2.91,.
AAREC
ifeir
irz'g
.
Patties lb. 59c 1WIENERS 30c
Bacon

ALL BEEF - 8 to Lb.

U.S?CHOICE - Corn-Fed Beef
us,
First Cut

BELL
TAVIU
foriliks

-7/

Stfopplrig Convenience

Get in The
Winner's
Circle
Tonight
8 prn.The Great
Escape Part I)
Theme Natassea ,toorrearlln.Pertn

WLAC-TV
•
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JUICE_

Quart 25

MORTON - BIG VARIETY

48-0

3

POT PIES

Si

RITZ

lb. 39c
MOUif(FREE
49"

\
Cii
"
ATKERS

35e
CHARCOAtL16-ox.
23°
Bush's Showboat - 144-oz.

Gerbers Strained

BUCKEYE PEAS
3 29
'

BABY FOOD
3ge
q

F
0R ,
19

3 FoR 779

CREAM PIES _

11-oz.

can.
for

FEQSTY
CUT AR
(
Z
ili N

bag 35C

G
r IWEPEAS

10-os. Pkg.

FROSTY ACRES

Monj.juh Diet

BISCUITS
4 35e

2 •29

earto
for

an.
r

-

•

•

-

5-at.

•

39(

SARA LEE - 7-oz. pkg.

STRABEkRIES

— - 10-01. pkg.

25

MRS. HUBBARD'S
LUCKY PIES

I Doe. ('tn.

Brownies

33

•

r4x..ox-A-700..

DEL MONTE

PINEAPPII
I (CRUSHED) — gi-oz. can

59c

WRODIUCIE

19°

JIFFY CAKE and

FROSTING MIX ___

TALL CANS

WHITE

6

2

Boxes

25

CLOUD - 2-Roll Pkg.

or

4-Lb Bag 39'e

OP

BATHROOM TISSUE ---25

for

•

Cooking
API:TES

S
\i
v
iT
E
ET

POTATOES —2 Lbs

25°

ow

ONIONS s
Y:,
"
.7

TOPS

$1.00

POTATO CHIPS ___ Twin Bogs

•••Mk.

39

3-Lb. Bag 25°

BANANAS.Fancy

- Frosty Acres

lb 11Y t
lute, Wed at
Fog(-PERKED(

(in

46-07.
CAN

Orange

6-0Z.
JAR

INSTANT

JUICE

0

••
Do not hang heavy ienettorfae
*retch Garments on a hanger
The, let' grow " And dit
. not
stretch the fabric when tranne it
• •.
Oath* the chfkinor's clothe,
ready for beck to school' Separate
the garments that go to the clean.
era See that woolens do nnt get
m,ved up with articles for the
laundry Loch for darns that perhaps need delopentng with water
adore dre-Glianing. or
pretreatment with detergent before
putting them in the waehing machine
•••
Rest a lemon before sreieeang
and the Juice yield Is higher.

sl 49c
QUART

229c

Laree
2i-Oz.

25(

79c
eie
4,454 >

ARKERS
FOOD

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 1

•

...yr..

MARKET

P.M. * We Reserve the Right to Limit Qaautittits

1

•••.••••$$••••••••••••••
'

;roman...••••••••••••••••••••••
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0.•

.
P•i•-.17.614;:i4

•

lc •

I

hR'FRUIT SECTIONS
2

•

• <-

3

ran.
for

Ballard or Pillsbury -

ACRES

'7

2

ROACH,DAWIMILLER
89e

8-oz.

MORTON ASSORTED

•• •

United Pres International
Candles will burn Imre emote
and drip is I/ they are chilled
In the refrigerator for about 24
boars before ming
•• •
To eliminate misting on the inside whidshield of an autn, wipe
the ghat with a monge saturated

II7
t:_

Pkg

KRAFT PURE

NOM

Household flints

BS_

2

with a liquid onampoo

of rho illerar
fp,serer low ilieloro•swine .7$ ftd Wane
i•reclo town adol .7.•••*; i. O•taacee

•$■•••••••••••• we.

oast 391-49L

I FROZEN FOOM

have helped • lot.
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CHUCK
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DEAR ABBY
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8-16-CONE REYNOLDS Hi-P7Ommet.
Cull Jamed Iltio1WWo, 76046170.
ANTIQUE AUCTION Sale, esitsg846-0
Federal Slate Market News Service
day, September 16, 196-7 Sale Mora
Thundery. Sept. 14,196'7 Kentucky
at 10 o'clock man or Mine, at BOYS SUITO, sport/mats, Peens,
to 17, ?mobster-Area Hog Market Report,
Geobel Moody Fenn Out of /Low- topcoat.. ear coatis. Saes
'1 Buying Stations.
rey on Highway 121 to Lowest regular and husky. Mem' clothes, , Includes
Head. Barrows and
Grove rood, follow siests. 334 ndille Mee WE short. ladies clothes, 1=lescriptis 700
8-16-P Calm 26c Lower; Sows, Steady.
from Murray. Furniture: 2 mien* darn 13-13. Call 753-3185.
i
US 1-2 - 190-210 Ile 418.75-19.50:
Jenny Linn beds (or Spool); MatUS 1-3 - 190-230 En 518.25-18.50;
ching walnut bed table; 1 walnut
WANTED 10 BUY
US 2-3 - 236-270 Its 416 75-17 75:

I-Tog Market

at 753-3766.

sE.LL•RENT• SWAf-i•l-IIRE- • BUY'SELL,. RENT • SWAP•HIRE • ElllY • -.AEU.RENT• SWAP•HIRE

LOW CO T

•

=Sine)ADS GET RESULTS

•

?c

PAOS !IV,

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

pie safe, put togther with pegs: I

SOWS:
tan door pie safe: 1 tdepistine; 1
take eppoinfenents sifter five p. m., Plumbing & Revak Service. 706I.OR
EfrRAW WANTED: Oat, barley, US 1-2 - 250350 Ms 41826-1725;
RENT
NOTICE
cedar budtet; 1 one& caste, table
FOR
and Lorne their Mends to call 111100.
SALE
Sept-9-C
wheat and rye $45.00 a ton de- US 1-3 - 360-00 Me 41576-16.76;
with one drawer; 1 ahem oblong
than there.
S-14.0
livered. Lee Steele, Phone 52.7-9100, US 2-3 - 450-600 135 $1426-1525.
NICE CLEAN rooms for college WILL TRADE 28" 04 bicycle
WILL BABY SIT daring the day
good
itoRatos HOBBES HORSES, miss, dird136 table; 1 old
for a 34" boys bicycle Call Robert
Oct -4-C
Benton Route Six.
boys, private entimbila. Ind
for °harken of any age, 305 Cut- Lruan.
- HELP WANTED
Rent"
4, warding
wyd pi, abet" beds; 1 bullet: I wombS-14-C
Inon
Avenue. One block Iran Hopkins. 753-5422
8-14-P
Inge Court. Plum 763-4425.
British Petroleum's new refinery
11100d;
mire. equit,"10,."
kik
, service. eland; Old mirrows,
FOREIGN BANKS APPROVED
PAIN7ISR13. conscience& Good Pay,
HSU. Telephone 753-3666 or 763- ,
Lighted Riding wog. Disoirweli trunks, oval tops and MA WPC
Teitsdey. The $75 million refinery
1 1013.tANENr
H.AIR
Remotest
WILL DO IRONINO and baby
JAKARTA RIK - The Incleas*
flept-30-NO Newest electronic short wave me- stem* work emelem and item.
is the largest in Scandinavia, capstables. pimps "
74 9
,
17. aept_izz /3scsabarial desks (old) weft hook
Ian goverrement has approved Me able of procemes rive intiliesi tuns
mm* Myelitis& Pw lotervum oaf' Meting be my home. Oall 753-8171
case. 1 round oak dining table
Call for an alVoIntroont
ROOMS FOR BOYS. 405 North thod
8-14-P1.
eetabbeihnent of
fieter
foreign of crude oil yeasty.
765-5311.
a-az
iIron)
LIVING
(taw
feet,
ROCall
With
dinner
belil
suite
in
mom
Gerald
Pitts,
Registered Eloolicatstlath Street. Private Nahum perkbankb 'under the new foreign in
tlia
kettle,
hand
Irons;
Seam:
I
WU&
Do
Ilatifilein
?OM
;Moir.
couch
nolt3
A1
a
6
00
d
bed.
M.
Phone
8-44C Waif= AT OS6ing. led= toed
7534386.
• ing apace. CAH '1014771.
vestments law, it was announced
•41
846-P
8-14-C brood ax, COITI dialler; picture
omen epplIMMe mom See Bobb9 hams. Tokpbone 763.19030. 8-1141 none 753-1296
Tuesday. Three of the banks are
ELEVIROLUX 811.118 & therdoe,•
dough
tray;
kinds)
tresnes;
all
M BEtweyh DO X Mdm
ROOM FOR Rim to milki bees Box 213, Milibiey, Try , C. M. SandWILL DO baby dtting in =9 Nome Mb CHEVROLET 2.too, ash and eons, mill (ester good). Lwow Anasracen, and one, the American
Nei phone calls plow.
TPC
Expreas Beta, skew* bornaa teMonday through Fridays. MI 166- Chub. Will marry 14 ft bed Time No.
only Contact James H lideridse, ers. Phone MN* Ideentlie. Ky.
and 3's and Miniature. 1
_
8-34-C Burton at. Lyoerralle, Ky. or call arodge top mime table; Gk- am here.
Orebain & Jackson Co Leasitell
Got.-9-C LADY TO STAY in my home 7409.
11110-11101.
on the square.
TPC
: art Nem: Ones reel sike
with children, three dm* Per week
CARD OF THANKS
LARGE R/EFINERY
WAWA& WYATT, Linda Punk*. Wore 3:30 p. in. till 5:00 p.
carnival oboe; colored gams mod
I I
I would like tale-eras mg *dm IS BONNEVILLE Triumph motorROOMS FOR BOYS, MU Ow end area& Amitinke age 1115W
1370ari8ausit Eirt - aituti
7015-6038
after
in.
cilia; MN wine desealor. sayer
3.00 p
to Dr. C. C. Lowry, Dr. Clheeke dels. Por intormition call 753-43'72,
posed. Private parting bot, MIR Weelloyed st Patty Am WM, 508 gal
Prince. Aissontara inaugurated
handle;
Iteps:
1
S-14-C
quilts.
Modern
block hom 1/13U, 113 North 14th litsplis Street. Owner and mieratsometownuen. sod Dr. Medi NOW or see Rai Hentaby at 813 Olive peeing
machine. Ellion, 2 din
8-14-e
Street. Phone 763-7844,
8-14-C Or, Clattlle Wielhart Operators. COOK OR WAITRESS wanted: Ada. Ms nurses on the 3/M flow Street.
scene aooldog utensils;
nate
suite,
Sonoma Thornton. Janice Barrett Apply in person at Sykes Cafe, and Mande WM have helped me currEas - We have another lour and odds and ends of glass. Manly
O TWO-431EDROOM trader, 46' x 10',
my recent illness. The
TFNC diking
700 a. in.- 100 Wspie St.
Patriala
Sans.
Open
other items too numerous to menon private lot. COuple only. fibre*
kindness you have ahown Ins been of Outten in. 4-Ioci heavy duly
p. cri.; evaings tv actiorounwa.
&AC
gear box. /Rump Jumper with tau tion.
163-8311.
844-C
WA1'IIUDIR4 for 4 to 10 p. in shift. greatly appreciated.
13-10-C
Wheel, gee (.10; 6-4334.00. Also pith
Jones Drive In, phone 7534466.
'Bur&
5fyers
CLEANINOEST
elleetne
you
carpet
HOUSE TRAK/Mk atroonditionsd
• Nice 3 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Story Avenue.
7511-4894
14-144
rrp type vinson 'Irsetor
ever used, so easy too. Ost Bhie
and fume*, heat et private halm
Aug. 38-NC
• 24 Acres of Land, 4 miles east of Murray.
Lustre
Rent
electric
dompooer
FIIIINAY
Lad
SATURDAY
el.
Three mass fr
AND STOCK toy. APnem
CARD
OF
THANKS
.0
• 5 Room Frame House on 10th Street.
Hughes
Paint
Store.
8.111-C
PONTIAC
Caesium.
4-door,
la 'person at Owen's Ford
1963
753-2561.
8444
" We, the family of Ooble Ocooper. power brakes and steering. See at
• New 3 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Catalina, 1 baths.
Met*, 1409 weet main Street.
ROOM ?CM TWO eollege boys.
with to express our thank& and Meeks Hardware.
7TC lfr a W BEM wool carpet -and
S-16-O
• Nice Lot on Kirkwood.
Odl 763-8641.
apprecilftem to all the trielitie
Nippon range. Both In good
15-14-C
Alid;
?ma 8-Inch
• 4 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Ryan.
WANTED: lady to keep baby in and reirolblves for all the aces of 11-ROOSI Store House at 900 N. amditeon. See at 1417 Vine. 8-15-C
CAKE
APPLE
O TWO PURNIEWIIIP l'0001s for male
with garage. Rooms for boys. CEILDRXN13 00ATS, a tidier. 3;
My hose % Ray, beginnirle
kindness and sympathy shown NI
• Nice 3 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Ryan.
Uutvenaty eltithinte, 406 8. Eh IR.
Plaine 7511-7101.
8-19-C two We 5; one size O. 0o8 '153▪
si 111. Restarence. Phone 753- in an Ms of ofr loved one
Pro&
•
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thank
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C
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3-ROOM apartmeoe lor reei. Odle
NAN 011, WOMAN to ME Courier- cards; to the Rev. Tatung Jack- Used Spinet puma.), bend Inst. Goal GALA
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ties fornilasel, no 111110111. Phone
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Nice
Big Frame House on 19th Street.
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p. n.
111-*C
•4
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LiblDerl•
e/Mr"
_
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bit
°Wed
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Street, uneurrialse& /babe 'INN
HONDA 100, growl ccatebtion, m• Extra Nice Duplex, 3 bedrooms oi. each side
110-NUTS - - - Dee. See
Roots
4,
Wane".
8-16-C
3036.
1546-0
bimanos test upon awn of you. oo* pakeed, candy appie this.
LEAKY ROOF - Down spouts or
(Nab -Cooper and
Phone 763-6917.
8-14C gutters - osal 'an lath By-Nlas
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OOTTA0111) for 0001100
-SATURDAY ONLY!P'6M1111
ta,
44n4kx
$16-00 to MOD
Pibrated Aaphalt Aluminum that
- Wm MOW Pinuited
ITP '63 PONTIAC Ocealins, a-hate, Oper week in the right person.
atop' leaks and does the lob for ,
Ihmit. tibiae 101-1•143111.
steering,
dean
Rasdom
power
Wrilte Box 313-0 Mo The Ledger
-3--only 3 cents a spore foie Dray I
CARD
deldole.
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753-1634.
8.16F
NOB 1-111;$011 Ilurnidast$ sew*
& Times.
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We the family of Fres 0. El- - - MM. Cadent Mat ead Wane&
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tem
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to
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sincere
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during
our
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how
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by JACK D. HUNTER
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e•• • r•-f--• Is
I and calculating and mean and
.t. ..ss now ,iretu. You dint need any re.
RIN A as,
s prat hn itiohg di a femme. alitierenee. and so you 11 never
• on the beauty understand anyone who does"
.ype do
NW vein bud taken on • peof the pastas tre2oe **dile
moicei toyed, at the wheel Of collar Sound and I vo-,nci...-eti
the VW see Idtbde the seene what il was In me that prepass Aft., a time her voice vented my patting titer band
.W3ti
I said, 9t'• • bad
fell off. and I sensed bet ecru*eerie. all right You won't get
"Why the inspection Trine?" any &remnant out Gi me on that
'Oh I was mere y Usieltuie /bore. dot you do travel with a
now cbtferent you took lb WS` pretty fast CIPOWO, you know, If
you're looking for rweetnem
san clothes
mid eget end serenity you'd
-Different?"
-Mm
In your
itur,rai you he'ter enlist in a nunnery If
took all sort ot wei, onister ytiu want to keep your teeth on
In a blue OW With 3 red es. edge nist keep hanging around
the same old bunch: me, the
and White shirt, ytYil re -"
others Enough of us and a con"Patriotic!"
crete Buddha would start look"Boyish '
"There you go Into your ing over his shoulder, I guess.She took • hanky horn her
mother rou.ine again'

•

•

"Why ded you call me this purse and blew • soft • flat
"I'm are of all of you," mho
al ernoon'" she asked
"1 couldn't trunk of anyone main "Especially you."
"So am L But I'm all I've
else to sail."
"How could you be sure I'd got •
be home
"Where

1/1.10 would you be?"
"I Rave rrtfinds
Lots of
frie-uis I could have gone iota
o. plac"e"
frie e"emed hurt.
-%I.ty do you aiwriye sneer at

•

Today or ever."
It was ley turn to rile up
"Oh, he that so? Well. Tilos, ray
sweet, you're forgetting one Iltme ?tle thing. You're on my payroll
"I don" always sneer at you.
0..d;, what clIfIzr.:nt does It You're getung hard, clinking.
spendable U.S. coin to see CoMake?"'
gun"
"1 amply don t want to be
-That's all over, too, Mr
treatice flIcr a tramp. that's all. Stinker There'll be no more of
want to be liked I want every- that, either."
one to like me Even you."
"That's what you think, sis-

5-0Z-

JAR

*

glanced at tier, and in the
moment. I saw how the day
traced net profile in • senee of
interrelated red god ttnei,
amor•h elhd gently arched Odd.
I though now. now vet')rn 'vet
at times
I could be by
Au a person she meant nothing
to me, to' be sore; but as a
women ste was the death m sk
of what could hove been in my
IVO, and re felt this sadne.sa.
-Why. Troia" V17113, is It important that everybody should
like you?"
"Because this lilt a horrible,
terrible world, and there's WO
much Cruelty and selfishness. If

NSTANT

Irma

•

•
•

"Take me home. Right now I
said take me isonte." Her VOICIII
was getting shrill. "I don't want
anything more to do with you

I pul"^ti over to the tilde r
made a ll,turn ar
headed back toward Haimutiers
It was Just as well it WI
turned out like this I decided
Drina had neen a bad idea
from the first
At the highway fork outside
in, road

Hirscnhorn I swung the car to
• gs,s station, and batted nest

to one of those outcloo phone
booths.
"What are you doing'!" Trine
asked testily.
"Sit ught, Liabchen. I'll be
back in • moment. I have to
make a quick telephone call"

dig

eased oft • notch.
"Stark?"
the

bli,ede

JUDGE A
PERSON BY
WHAT HE'S
WEARING

THAT'S
SILLY

ru„
To YOU WE OWE A DEBT OF
GRATITUDE AND OuR ETERNAL
THANKS. FORGIVE OUR METIVOS
OF TRACING YOU AND BRINGING
YOU HERE-NDT FOR UDEMENT,
BUT FOR PROOF.

her

WE HAD 1t) BE SURE YOU
WERE THE ANGEL OF MERCY THE ONLY STRAW
WHiCki THESE
PEOPLE COULD CLING TO DURING
THOSE BLACX,
DREADFUL
DAYS. NOW
ARE

To

WE

you

SURE.
.
I1

to the barbecue for

in. the other night.remem ber
"So 1

OH, YES
I CAN

414

_
YOU MlIsltSTSRED "TO THE SICK AND
AILING AT THE RISK OF %/GO& OWN LIFE.
yOu GAVE AID AND COMFORT TO TF4
WRETCHED VICTwLS oc A DICTATORS
OUTRAGE,,, YOU ALONE
WERE OUR FRIEND,
DR. sjOHANIN SCHMIDT...

knot of anxiety under my ribs

drove 0th

YOU
THINK
THAT?

YOU CAN'T

I CAN TELL
$Y WHAT HE'S
WEARING

sr'

that Stark wouldn't be at his
apartment. He anewened on the
*scone ring. though and the

-Mm.hrrs."
"Remember

WHAT
MAKES

'11

"Well, burry I need • long.
long bath." 1 saw her shudder.
and ff worry bad not overwheinsed
my sensitivities.
I
could have resented tfte way she
looked a; me However. my al
Joe concern at the moment was

(2.:ANk

So

what ?"
"She's a pixy turned Mots
She could wreck our Man and
get us killed to tint Shoe a
five-star idols "
"'The world is full of thrai "
Stark said.
"Weld I want you to t Ake
ter You've already oodectod a care at this one Mitt e-ay
Pt-n-1
tidy sum. And you haven't took care Of the
Only this time no t •
- rpouhn
PIM MO
mingle report yet.
stuff This ones got to
w
Yoe* jotes hurt begun."
you and I Fire lutplit
She homed, "You'll get your
"Urn tatting net name We
money beck Even if It takes
me • thousand years You'll get should be at het afar-c-..i.it in
oh, give us a tiaff hoar Be wail.
every Bit/1y penny bark"
-1 Weren't got a thousand trig :here She atisoltitilv. mita,
years. And I haven't any re- not talk to Coogan or anybody
ports on Coogan's monologues. else (let me?'
either "
When I got hock to ,the car
"You'll not get any, Mr. Trine was fixing with her hp,
Stinker He's the kindest, sieve, sick She did not leek at one
funnlest, loneliest, tenderest and my depreesso/ wan the
tenth I've ever known He may deepest rd ever ItirtYm '0 If
indeed be a traitor, for all I Liebehen.- I said, "ivive we'u
know, but If he's a traitor then get you home for that 0,1,
I wish this horrid world was long 'lath."

ilometiOdy like me---even a little
--bit --then I get the (cella, that filled with traltdis. If --"
"Are you In love with CooKraft can't be a re now
maybe I'm a tiny bit eider than
that Stark' will far for hit
I think I am. But I don't sup. gan?"
"Olt, shut lip and take me inagter-echeme_
E'°' pm can understand that
(To Re Costissrl si•md„i
kind of thing tr(31.re so c001 home"
P Dow.
Co ropyright
.901. by lark D Hunter.
Frogs Us. ilkooli published by
Distributed Ay A as Features Srodivaui.
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THERE'S A
NEW KID IN
TOWN AND
HE LOOKS
LIKE A
TROUBLE MAKER

f•
\
T.

4.9 LII PO 01/
.4~

SNKS•N• Ins

WE FlN0 THE Pcki$01,4F_P,
Gui LTY OF KNITTING A
5WIATER FROM HIS
NEIGHBOR'S BIEARD,
WHILE. THE WICTI1.4 WAS
SlIpp114!!!)-

'LlL ABNER
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Top Clashes Seen This Week Four Teams
As College Season Breaks Open Still Crowd
AL Pennant

a

TIMMS

16 gamea. lied to PK! itia Kenai
1-0 night omit
Ainielige Lague history Ware floilly edging
Oeveiand to 11 innings.
Sea Pell It Oat

I

By GANT KALE
Damn Ntharren peewee for two
UPI Sparta Writer
touchdowns and runs for two more
ao beck two years to MeMphill. as Tennessee edger UCLA r-34.
Tenn
The bum ot the Bruin stannic is
By VITO STELLV40
'Piro kkl quarterbacks LTV begin. by Oary Debark, who aminpirs for
UPI Spseta Writer
13k1 to make nty headlines and three I. d s
There were stAll four went
the experts have trouble predictThe two quarterbacks face pertag the whiner in the intersection. each other at schoolboy. perhima eroseding the istaiding Mid Wed'
al game between USLA and Ten- See the het time Saturday when nesday night as the meltdown in
Ito teme American Lwow penDeniere
Me teams meet at Ims Anirelea
Understandably. the game mar- verb the Ilcians a five-piAnt chore nant mole reached 16.
Bof the Cl
e fibs came
at the end is three paints. In the /bat to weekend ot the
ever so close
/loft nadirs
Ile college 'football seaman
good
last year Behan had the ISM out for
The Pam oshatabgla M the 1007
beet othandve record to the nation, with only nine games played I_ asainbie-ligbinesota. Boa
Deleolt and Clikago-a3 won
compared to 10 for unit a( demi Son.
Wednesday night to keep the status
ahead at him in the Noting.
quo in the Wilt race
Warren me 11th beet in the
Waft just LS games remaining
nation MTh a 1.757 total. an but
gor each ckr. littnewenta and Ens41 corning on passes
The los Aisgeges Oaken= is tan are atil tied for first place.
arid
Sir scene ot • weekerd double- Dalmit is one gime be
header with Southern ClOrfornia agog° is three genies out 13ut
ages.) which to now arty •
KNOXVILLE 09 - The Vail hosting Warr:wean State In a begebot with three games
to make
totems of Ileinnewee win be ate- letiday night ripener The Trojans up over *wee teams In the
final
10 los Anreks el care oil are 30-paisit peek&
The only other 01111415 01 note
The UCLANS at 7 p m today
point mitten:log and No 9 Scatbut the Vob have every hope that Prides night is at Houton. where
Mimi Metholiat opens degense of
The Bruin? package will be acite- the Courses are seven-port Moira
to tire Merida State end nnall tin Southwest Congannoe title as
appointing ane
A 54-nian spar was picked Wed- Mime chempion San Diego State an eight-point uogighliqg to Taw
A & Al before a sillessilde tabnesday to make the flight to leis tacides Terinewiee State.
In addkion to UCLA. which me ratan audience.
Angeles far what le billed the
Other top gime GIs filleisseb
apener of openers in mask col- No 5 in the UPT's final make
college ratings km mason. two tateml clawhei bea MOW age
late hotter Saturday
Me Bruins will pe cut te) even other eon 10 teams swing Into ac- Colgiado. loon Meg sun IMO
The score after a 37-34 threat,- tion5thweeloend. Roth are co CargInak sod Mons AIM, Vit.
Netwahm. ; Wog Twat
log at Memphis two years ago in eatiatley when Nb
the Kle Meg champion. ewe a. 1 illgalloold meetings pit Altentoad
the thriller of thrillers
1
Tennessee and UCLA are bath 'Mist Waddeigeon as • three. eg. Chews Mete. Duke
11111mrk Orman is Calltornia. end
tabbed to frequent the nation's
t
NM*
Wett
Carolina State vs. North
polle-a fact which has some pigCavelled
skin forecasters
Ethee,
West Vireinia, debutber beg week
deep and staregg gpi We MTh
- a-'46.+-we- over
'1 Wet
Vieir "rr.
Is at Richmond In a Bouthern
A giant DC-11 eisesera
Conference germ
Are this afternoon to rad Ile
with Valli Val tains Medan sod
Nov Test
56 SO
310
helpers and to okra beim a_4
BriaBlaralay's ltasahle
The lamer )et ever to glg in and
ow York 2 Atlanta 1. gild
out of McGhee Timm eggme am
Plteileineh 11 Cincinnati 3 night
!Camille Tbe Voir err tesegdoll
Philadelphia 3 St. Louis 0 night
to allacake
In Ike Ameba
bre Angeles 6 San Trani:Iwo 3
=AN time
et shout
p
night
Thursday
Americas Lamer
Only gamee sbeduied
Pre mme Ikreles come. up with
GB
W. L. Pet
Today's Preload.? Mailers
at least a foat-point wire far the
64 61
New Tort, Prowl. 1-4 at Athorne-standing MEANS tut Witt Boaton
Sfl 34 03
lents Ninny 11-S.
underdog silts cosmis Doug Dletey iginnenata
1
1116
63 64
Orgy game scriehuhel)
Deuce
)ust fine
3
SU
SI IS
Pride y's Galore
hat ss apressition. h.,wswer. Mingo
510 9
74 71
Chicago at Atlanta, night
the hamar minks hos juggled Caltfornia
.. St Louis at CIncirnatt
473 14,
easerinse and Issitime for the UT Washington
night
i lea Angeles al Phincielphia
MS 15,
SI 79
squid to hopes at eliminating acer Cleveland
3. tilt
19
442
1112
64
Tait
New
advantages at the nine changes
19
441
111
Elan
64
Francisco at Pitteleceti night
Bidttmore
firom Snot Come to West Omit
el; 24
.464
40ner games scheduled)
Wellness/ay Tennemee doublet op Karma Mg
an gessileing badia. bide sod
Inclarra The whole sread me Pat linsion 4 Limas Chg 3
through us mom 'or about use Saw Tait II BallSwore 1. night
hours Wednearby afternoon. Mier- kilkinseela5 Watibingion 2. night
ad be a to
tate Meg Alt Mm 1 Olarigand 0, night 17
innimp
tustier the Nealand Ondium Itgbh
Tellers Probable Melina
far Meas. side and bleitiwa.
Cleveland Hamm 14-12 or Cv'reamer
hos
Varion
Wirkey
deemed most of the iMseal bwalIEW Donoghue Cr at antiago Cat1os
rirepting WOW rini Young. out 1-0, ar Herten 11-e
Inch • ondcwo color bone. and
(Or* gam scheduled)
Friday', Gams
reerrer quarterback Sulkdos Wyche
who is recovertrig from & hurr7- Clsweland at New Tort. night
up appendectomy Ako SAW la Wasthingeon at Dative. night
drubtruls are Pallbscks Itlichard
•t Chicago. night
Cialawar and BM kihrunallo and Satiasore at Bohm. night
pr.t". ono* sperlsint Clary Wright Kansas Clity atOalleorala. night
Othowletar the Vois hive hist
Nalisear UNWIND
hoer rrf being able to replay an
Pet. GS
operane Inn during %talc trtpto
W
619
56
Dimes/and atsielt h11111 been pen St Louis
541
SO 036
novel after the rime. win to. /tan Tranrtax.
ki
SO NT. 544
or draw Other postrime festavrinee Clneinnati
530 13
19 70
inclJ1 e a trip to MOSE studkis alma°
PM 14%6
fcr a speciai *towing or ibe ten- Plakidelpisis
76 SP
Builders o! rine Memorials
MO 17
11 12
et'. -Grand
Mama
Peeler Mae
Mbazazagew
73 74
4.7 1.6
Hut ag practise aside. as mach Pittabursh
111 blagde Elt
763-2512
465 26
88 79
Micas said Tuesday "t's Urn, to 1.11:111 Marilee*
401 U
SO SS
linmston
obis footbsill

A lom would have mopped Chigigo four games aid aod kat skeet finished its fildoselog pendant hopes Moe Minnesota had
already edged Wealbiegton 3-3). Deane had idepped Bablenore 6.1
as the White Sloe were struggling
in the sweetest dud. Kaden toppod Kansa
44 in a *kr

oaf
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relief for lust the second time
same.
Cleo Peters of Co and doh season to preserve the victory
Bongo' Siebert of Cleveland match- over Weehington. _
Jim Kest took a shutout into
ed each other for 11 Innings with
Peters allowing one 116 and Ebre- die ninth Mtge but 1Prank -Pburrbert only four. Orlando Pena fol- gird and Paid Oisenova sinkted.
lowed Siebert and blanked the Fred Valentine then doubled in
White Sox for three more before rd throw*, who ran for Howard.
Tiet'ensuer came on He last- and 'May Oliva banged into the
ad 2 1-3 innings before eructing in fence chasing the hall.
the 17th inning as Rocky Colanto
leading run. , Chance then replaced Haat arid.
marled borne the (
I after giving up a meritice 117
Takes A Cantor
whicih maimed the score to 3-2,
tikinesota meld Dean Chance In atm* out Mike Fireein and Cap

Peterson to end the game.
ue game, New Tat edged CalAl Kekine got three hire includ- fonds 6-4
ing a horner and scored three runs
caking it easy for Mickey LaIn the Natio:led Lerurue, New
ical to mop the Orioles and ifilitt" Their aipped Agents 9-1, PittsPhilMs sigh straight victory.
hulk Muted CincitinsAi 11-3,
adelphia blanked St. Louis 3.0 and
The Red Box snapped a 1.1 Its
Lai 'Angeles wtdggpod San Franwith three rune in the eighth' ton- ,Cisco 6-3
ing, two souring on Roo Petrooelhle double. to turn back the A's.
The Yanks rallied for four runs
John Wyatt. took the victory in in the sixth to beat California.
relief of Lee Stange While Jack The tie-breaking run scored When
Aker took the loss for the A's.
Mickey Mantle walked with the
In the only other American tang- bases loaded.

-we care

Tennessee
Opens Against
The UCLANS

SUPER RIGHT 6 TO 8 LB.

SMOKED PICNICS

SPECIAL
MESSAGE TO
El-k!'CUSTOMERS
(AND TO THOSE WHO NEVER HAVE SHOPPED

/449

You may have heard about the"new"A&P.
You may even have read about how"We Care...about you'

WHOLE

'LB.
U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

BREAST

Here's why. We took a good hard look at ourselves.
We analyzed our century of experience...:5
We made a check list of the things
that made ALP America's leading food store.

Lt. 43t

PRE-SLICED

LosisTeme Yams .....Lb.12t
U.S.D.A. FRESH
FRYER PARTS

Well,everything you've heard and read is true.
Your local ALP is a great place to shop.

as

•

MICliaaaY, alINTUOHY

WITH PART RIBATTACHED

CUT

OR
WHOLE
LEGS

LK.

FRYERS
WHOLE--

UP
OR
SPLIT 101111
1

L. 59

33C IL

27

No Line No &Ad To DEEM

Super R gilt fully Cooked

Ham
Then,we decided to look for ways to do them even better.
We redoubleduur efforts to make
Turkey Roast
ALP a friendly,dependable store to shop,
Steaks (Br...,v...
to prove,"We Care...About You'
Sliced Bacon
If you've been-away,come on back.
If you've never been an ALP shopper, give it a try.
1/4 Pork Loin
You may diseorer it's fun to be cared about.
• r WILiting

Otihole Or Hale

S SEAWRONEL ESS

Lit
••••••••••••

Ocoma Completely Bombes
Lb.

Jiffy Frozen Beef

Pant Pak
Lb. Pte. 99.1)

1.1E1.144

Good
"
11 lb Pt;690

89C

2 129
5 89c
"'Pill'

Soper Riht
ISloced into Cholas

Frozen Ocean F

COPTINOKT•11161 TUC CAW ATLANTIC

79t
79C

79
':

Lb.
Box

ILO. 19•1

PACNIC 'taco

ruits and Vegetables!
(SUE Al U.S. NO. 1 WHITE

POTATOES
20LB. BAG
..anfornia

Size

Cabbage

Cantaloupes
3 for 51.00

Murray Marble
Works

NEW
GREEN

7c
Prune Plums
,5c

Leaf Lettuce
TENDER

In

LI. I 7

78t

LI.

SWEET

ALL VARIETIES

WHOLE OR CRACKED WHEAT

(Sao
Cheese
1301.95.
Slices
Swiss Cheese'':::") I 74,
Margarine "'"
5,
1.199C
1

49c

Frozen Foods!
r.• Real Thong From Floztha

6

85c

Cans
Orange ALP Conc. 6Oz.Ctra
Juice
Devilsfood Cake
55t
Macaroni
A., 2 rk;:: 35t
Clue, kid

BREAD

4 la 99
SAVE 17.1

35
Coffee Cake
,
9

Spanish Bar

CAKE
(SAVE It)
EA.

Pies
Dutch Apple 49(
SouthernPecanM
Jelly Donuts

RAISIN
TWIST

ICED

a
More For Your Money With These Grocer Values!
LI. I

PKG. OF 6
S..,.

10d

35c

Tomatoes'4-.2 35t dexola°'.."."=45c Mixed Peas' 37C
Vinegar.ns7.riw c•L 79C Chirni"-tt 27c:49c SauerkrautA" 2 37c
59C Dog Fooir12.1°9 Spinach A&P 2 29c
Breakfast
1 Lb
1-0:.
-ODIN

1-Lb.
Cans

An Expression Of Thanks

Bold

Paschall Truck Lines has been reinstated for intrastate freight carrying and is now providing this convenient

PILLSBURY COOKIES

DETERGENT

service to the people of Murray, Calloway County and
SeKentucky.
I :alkali!

(St OFF)
la. 4-0Z. BOX

28

Ivory

We wish to express our appreciation to the mer^
chants of Murray and to Calloway County officials for

LIQUID DETERGENT

their aid and support in obtaining this reinstatement.
Am.
•
the
provide
Paschall Truck Lines will attempt to

22-0Z. BOTTLE

56t

best nice available to the people of this and surround-

rain

Paschall Truck Lines

Chocolate Chip
Oatmeal Raisin
Peanut Butter
Fudge Brownies
(YOUR
CHOICE)

2

(15-01.)

NOW ON SALE!

(19-01.)

(15-01.)
(19-01.)

PKGS.

NEW!
CiiPLETE
BOOK
OFiali2ICE

in

89c

BALL CANNING SUPPLIES
20
Quart Jars (")
-1.49
ORIAT
BOOKS rezmisiall MN!
Pint Jars "'"
Do' 1.29
bt One
SECTIONS 2 theu 15
Inw.mOrftOOMItiew
Only
790 Loch
no.
itsI.
al
..1.8
Dome Caps
37t smoblis.
Jar Rubbers
(
..*
'
'
1 1 2 23( "..\6ET A SECTION A WEEK Till YOUR GIGANTIC BOOK IS COMPUTE
'
• .NmiloM

kf I 7

WNW%

ing areas.

16-0z.
Cars

C6tnrkc
:

r
0-1

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. SEPT. 16TH - COME 5LL, 5HUP AND 5AVLI
1
KRAFT SOFT
ARMOURS
Clorox
Napkins
Kotex
Kleenex
Towels
Folgers
Parkay
Vienna
SANITARY
Bleach
JUMBO
Coffee
Margarine
Soilage
(SAVE 170
QT.
/
1 2 GAL.
(SAVE 44)
ROLL
PKGS. 00
q 5-01. A a A 1411.
1-1I. TIN

at 7If
L
V__ CANS

PKG.

39t

73':3

OF 12

1

2

PKG.

59C 23 35C

4

C -•

A

rAN,

•••••••,

...•••••••.-.41-ra.mourrolowt
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